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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The applicant seeks NSIPP approval for the demolition of the existing building and the
construction of a residential flat building containing five apartments with basement parking and
associated landscaping on land at No. 26 Waruda Street, Kirribilli. The site is identified as a
Neutral Item within the Kirribilli Conservation Area.
The application is reported to NSIPP due to the level of public interest.
Council’s notification of the original proposal attracted ten (10) submissions. Council’s
notification of the amended proposal attracted four (4) submissions. The submissions raised
particular concerns about the extent of excavation, loss of solar access, privacy and views,
site isolation, traffic and parking impacts.
The proposed development complies with the building height control in Clause 4.3(2) in NSLEP
2013.
The five storey scale of the development is generally characteristic of surrounding developments
along Waruda Street. The articulated facades, with a variation in colours and materials and the
proposed setback of the fifth storey would help to minimise any adverse visual and amenity
impacts on the adjoining properties and the public domain. Whilst the proposal does not strictly
comply with the minimum building separation distances between buildings as required by the
ADG this is considered acceptable given the location and treatment of the window openings and
the narrowness of the site.
Whilst the incursions into the modified natural rock walls at the front of the site is regrettable, the
proposal has been able to retain large parts of the rocks walls and add new plantings, in lieu of
the staircase, to assist in softening the development when viewed from street level.
The proposal is considered to be acceptable on heritage grounds as the contemporary design
utilises elements that are reflective of an Inter-War Modern style of building, with horizontal
bands, curved elements and traditional rhythm of fenestration.
Having regard to the provisions of Section 79C of the Environmental Planning & Assessment
Act 1979, the application is considered to be satisfactory and recommended for approval
subject to the attached standard and site specific conditions.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
The applicant seeks NSIPP approval for the demolition of the existing building and the
construction of a residential flat building containing five (5) apartments with basement car
parking and associated landscaping on land at No.26 Waruda Street, Kirribilli.
The scope of the proposed works are detailed below:
Basement level:


The basement level contains two parking spaces for each apartment in a stacked
arrangement, a visitor/car wash bay, fire stairs and a lift servicing all levels of the
building, a waste storage area, personal storage lockers, rain water storage tank
(underground) and a driveway entrance to the basement from Waruda Street.

Ground Floor (RL12.15):



The ground floor level contains an entrance to the building, the foyer and entry to Unit
G01.
Unit G01 comprises an open‐plan living /dining area with a galley kitchen, three (3)
bedrooms, main bathroom, en-suite, laundry, ground floor courtyard facing the harbour
and a south facing courtyard.

Level 1 (RL15.18):


Unit 101 comprises an open‐plan living/dining area with a galley kitchen, three (3)
bedrooms, main bathroom and en-suite, laundry and south facing enclosed winter garden.

Level 2 (RL 18.21):


Unit 201 comprising an open‐plan living/dining area with a galley kitchen, three (3)
bedrooms, main bathroom and en-suite, laundry and south facing enclosed winter garden.

Level 3 (RL21.24):


Unit 301 comprises an open‐plan living / dining area with a galley kitchen, three (3)
bedrooms, main bathroom and en-suite, laundry and south facing enclosed winter garden.

Level 4 (RL24.27):


The upper most level of the building contains Unit 401. This unit comprises two (2)
bedrooms, an open‐plan living/dining area with a galley style kitchen, en-suite and main
bathroom, closet‐style laundry and south facing balcony.

Materials


The building is proposed to be constructed utilising a variety of materials and textures
including - painted masonry walls, zinc anthra cladding, sandstone cladding, with darker
standing seam profiled metal deck cladding, operable metal louvres across the external
windows, glass elements, and the retention of the existing sandstone rock walls.
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Figure 1 – Photomontage prepared from Waruda Street
STATUTORY CONTROLS
North Sydney LEP 2013
 Zoning – R4 High Density Residential
 Item of Heritage - No
 In Vicinity of Item of Heritage – Yes (No 107 Kirribilli Avenue and No 29 Waruda
Street)
 Conservation Area – Yes (Neutral Item within the Kirribilli Conservation Area)
 FSBL - No
S94 Contribution
Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979
SREP (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005
SEPP (Building Sustainability Index – BASIX) 2004
SEPP No. 55 – Remediation of Lands
Local Development
POLICY CONTROLS
NSDCP 2013
DESCRIPTION OF LOCALITY
The subject site is identified as SP 14220, and is known as 26 Waruda Street, Kirribilli. The
property is situated on the northern side of Waruda Street to the east of the intersection with
Beulah Street. The site is generally rectangular in shape, comprises a total site area of 360.7m²
and has a frontage to Waruda Street of 12.19m and a depth of 29.87m. There are two rock
retaining walls of varying heights adjacent to the front boundary of the site. A staircase provides
access from street level to the entry level of the apartment building. The site falls significantly
from the northern boundary through to the top of these rock retaining walls.
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Figure 2 – Aerial photograph of subject site and surrounding development
The site contains a three storey residential flat building that is located upon the top part of the
site. The building is of a post‐war style walk‐up with brown brick facades, larger timber framed
windows and a central brick parapet feature with a terracotta tiled roof. The site does not contain
any existing on‐site car parking.

Figure 3 – Looking north east from street level towards the subject site and the
developments on the adjoining properties at No’s 24 and 28 Waruda Street.
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Surrounding development comprises a mixture of residential flat buildings of differing heights
and scale. To the east of the site there is a larger four (4) storey residential flat building (No.28
Waruda Street) whilst a two (2) storey residential flat building is located to the immediate west of
the site (No.24 Waruda Street). This building is sited at a much lower level and cut‐into the rock
wall at the street frontage. An eight (8) storey residential apartment building is situated further to
the west (No. 20‐22 Waruda Street). The buildings to the south across the street typically
comprise between four (4) and five (5) storeys with a number of examples of more contemporary
developments.

Figure 4 – Looking east along Waruda Street towards the existing developments on the
both northern and side sides of Waruda Street
The property is located within the Kirribilli Conservation Area and is listed as a Neutral item
within this area. There are five (5) heritage listed items that are located in close proximity to
the site including Admiralty House, Kirribilli Point, the Regent Apartments at No. 29 Waruda
Street, St Julian at No. 107 Kirribilli Avenue and ‘Redlynn’ at No. 8 Waruda Street
RELEVANT HISTORY
Council’s records do not indicate any development application history relevant to the subject site.
Current application
The history of the subject development application is summarised in the table below:
Date
10 March 2016

7 June 2016
20 June 2016

Action
The applicant attended a pre- DA meeting to discuss the pertinent issues
in relation to the proposal. Minutes of the meeting were subsequently
forwarded to the applicant prior to the lodgement of the subject
application.
The subject application was lodged with Council.
A letter was sent to the applicant requesting the following additional
information:
 A view loss analysis.
 A Clause 4.6 submission (building height).
 Greater justification for the non compliance with the landscaped
area control in NSDCP 2013.
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17 June to 1 July
2016
12 July 2016
18 July 2016
25 July 2016 and 27
July 2016
3 August 2016

The original application was notified to adjoining properties. A total of ten
(10) submissions were received against the original application.
The application was considered by the Design Excellence Panel.
The minutes from the Design Excellence Panel were sent to the Applicant.
Further correspondence was sent to the applicant raising concerns with
the proposed driveway levels, colours and materials.
Council’s Assessment Officer had a meeting with the Applicant and
Architects to discuss amended plans in response to the issues raised by
Council and the Design Excellence Panel.
12 August 2016
The applicant submitted amended plans in response to the issued raised
during the assessment of the application. A summary of the key
amendments are provided below:
 The building has been raised by 500mm to improve the grades for
the driveway ramp and reduce excavation as requested by the
Design Excellence Panel. The proposal is below the 12m building
height limit.
 The re-arrangement of the basement car parking to reduce
excavation and increase deep soil landscaping.
 The removal of the lift-overrun to remain under the 12m height
limit.
 The relocation of the balconies from the side to the front of the
building as requested by the Design Excellence Panel
 The relocation of the bedrooms from the rear of the building to the
side of the building to provide greater privacy to the rear properties
and provide more natural light to the bedrooms.
 The re-design of the western elevation to increase articulation.
Louvres have been provided to windows facing the western
neighbour to minimise any overlooking.
 An adjustment to the driveway entry ramp grades to ensure
compliance with AS2890.1.
 The addition of skylights to the top floor apartment to provide more
natural light.
11 August to 25 The amended application was notified to adjoining properties. A total of
August 2016
four (4) submissions were received against the amended application.
23 August 2016
Council’s Assessment Officer undertook an inspection of the objector’s
property.
REFERRALS
Building
The proposed works the subject of this application have not been assessed in accordance with
compliance with the Building Code of Australia. This would need to be undertaken prior to the
issue of a Construction Certificate. Should significant changes be required to achieve compliance
with BCA standards, a Section 96 application would be necessary.
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Landscaping
The application was referred to Council’s Landscape Development Officer who provided the
following comments:









There are no street trees that would be affected by the proposed development.
The site contains a building built on top of an exposed sandstone shelf. As such, there is
little vegetation on the site with the exception of a mature Camphor Laurel growing
along the western boundary. The tree is a very poor specimen and too undersized to be
protected by Councils Tree and Vegetation Management Permit so no objection is raised
to its removal.
There are also a number of trees growing on the adjoining properties to the rear of the
subject site that have been identified in the submitted Arboricultural Impact Statement.
Council’s Landscape Officer concurs with the recommended tree protection measures
identified in the above mentioned statement.
All trees growing on the adjoining properties to the rear of the subject site are either
poor specimens, over mature or planted too close to the common boundary wall. In
particular the trees adjacent to the northern boundary are in close proximity to the
boundary wall. If the owners of these sites wished to remove these trees it is likely that
permission would be granted for their removal and their replacement with more
appropriate species.
It is recommended that the landscape plan be amended to include details of the required
soil depths for the nominated trees, shrubs and plants across the site i.e. a minimum
600mm for the proposed trees and shrubs and 450mm for accent plants, grasses and
groundcovers.

Council’s Landscape Officer raised no objection to the proposal on landscaping grounds, as
indicated above, subject to recommended conditions of consent (refer to Conditions C18, C19,
E12 and G13).
Heritage
The application was referred to Council’s Conservation Planner who made the following
comments:
Heritage Significance
The subject property is identified as a Neutral Item and is located within the Kirribilli
Conservation Area. NSDCP 2013 gives the following Statement of Significance for the
Kirribilli Conservation Area:
(a)

A consistent early 20th century residential area with a mix of Federation and
one or two storey Inter War dwelling houses and two or three storey residential
flat buildings on large allotments with a strong orientation to the water.

(b)

A largely intact early 20th century suburb retaining much of the urban detail
and fabric seen in gardens, fencing, street formations, use of sandstone and
later reinforced concrete “naturale” fencing, sandstone kerbing, natural rock
faces, wide streets and compatible plantings.
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(c)

For its unity derived from its subdivision history which is still clearly seen in
the development of the area.

(d)

As containing the important government buildings Kirribilli House and
Admiralty House

The subject site is located within the vicinity of heritage items at No. 29 Waruda Street
(across road) and No. 107 Kirribilli Ave (at rear) and Kirribilli House and Admiralty
House to the east of the subject site.
Heritage Impact Assessment
An assessment of the proposal has been undertaken having regard to Clause 5.10
(Heritage Conservation) in NSLEP 2013 and Part B, Section 13 (Heritage and
Conservation) in NSDCP 2013 as detailed below:
Part B, Section 13.8 in NSDCP 2013 contains controls for demolition works to sites
within conservation areas Demolition of neutral items
P5
P6
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

Neutral items should not be demolished and demolition will generally not be
supported by Council.
Despite P5 above, Council may consider the demolition of a neutral item, but
only where the applicant can demonstrate:
the existing building is not capable of adaptation or modification in a way that
will reasonably meet contemporary amenity and living standards while also
improving the appearance and contribution of the building to the area's
character.
that any replacement building improves the contribution of the site to the
character of the area in terms of form, setbacks, bulk, scale, materials and
style.
that sustainability outcomes of the proposed replacement development
reasonably justify the change.
that all reasonable alternatives to demolition have been considered.

The detailed information provided by the applicant has adequately addressed the
controls relating to the demolition of neutral items. The existing building is considered to
be a ‘very mediocre example of its type’ and not of the same quality as other buildings of
the same style or age in the vicinity. A site inspection has confirmed that this is the case.
In addition, the building does not have high quality internal finishes or features, and has
been substantially altered on two of its three floors. The existing building is not
considered to have a strong contribution to the significance or character of the
Conservation Area.
The applicant has provided details demonstrating that the existing building is no longer
viable or able to be reasonably converted to meet contemporary amenity and living
standards. They have provided details of the works that would be required to alter the
building to meet current stands. The necessary alterations would be significant, could
impact on the building’s stability, and would alter the character of the building such that
it could have a detrimental impact on the conservation area. In addition, the existing
building fails to meet BASIX requirements.
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It is considered therefore that the proposal has demonstrated that demolition of the
neutral item can be supported in this instance.
Proposed development
The amended proposal is considered to reflect the distinctive character of the
conservation area within a contemporary design, with a bulk, form and setback that is
consistent with other apartment buildings in the vicinity. The design utilises elements that
are reflective of an Inter-War Modern style of buildings, with horizontal bands, curved
elements and traditional rhythm of fenestration. The amended proposal will result in an
improved outcome for the conservation area, replacing a poor quality building in poor
condition with a new building that provides greatly improved amenity and sustainability
outcomes, whilst reflecting the established built form and character and significance of
the conservation area.
The property is considered to have adequate separation from the heritage items in the
vicinity to ensure that it has no impact on their significance, and that views to and from
the heritage items from the public domain are not detrimentally impacted by the
proposal.
The proposal is considered to be acceptable on heritage grounds subject to conditions of consent
(refer to Conditions C8 and D1).
Traffic
The application was referred to Council Traffic and Transport Engineer who provided the
following comments:
Traffic Generation
The traffic report indicates that the estimated net increase in traffic generation is in
the order of 1 trip in the morning and evening peak times. The proposed development
is therefore unlikely to have any unacceptable traffic implications on the road network
capacity.
Parking Provision
Based on the Part B, Section 10 of NSDCP 2013 the maximum parking provisions for this
development are as follows:
Development
Component

DCP 2013 Parking Rate
(Amended Nov 2015)

1 x 2 bedroom
4 x 3 bedroom
Visitors

1 space
1.5 spaces
0.25 spaces per dwelling
(minimum of 1 space)

Total No. Car
Spaces

Max. No. Parking
Spaces
(DCP 2013, Amended
Nov 2015)
1
6
1.25
8.25

The development proposes a total of 10 parking spaces at basement level which exceeds
the maximum parking rate set in Council’s DCP 2013 by 2 spaces.
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Council’s DCP objectives are to ensure sufficient car parking is provided on site, to
minimise the reliance on private car usage and to facilitate the use of public and
alternative transport modes, including walking and cycling.
The report compares the parking spaces of the existing development and proposed
development and states that:
“The existing development does not make provision for any off-street parking
spaces, thereby resulting in a “shortfall” of 5 residential spaces plus a
“shortfall” of 1 visitor space. In essence, whilst the proposed new driveway will
result in the loss of a single on-street parking space, when compared to the
existing flat building with zero off-street parking, the development proposal
results in an overall nett gain of 3 on-street parking spaces.”
In this regard, the applicant is required to amend the number of on-site parking spaces to
satisfy the Council’s DCP. It is suggested to remove car stacker 1 and 2 and convert this
space to one (1) standard parking space which can be used as car wash bay.
Car wash bay
Council’s DCP 2013 requires a car wash bay to be provided for all residential
developments with 4 or more dwellings. The Varga Traffic Planning Pty Ltd has not
indicated any provisions for car wash bay for this development. The applicant is required
to provide a car wash bay to satisfy the requirement of Council’s DCP 2013.
Bicycle Parking

Council’s DCP 2013 specifies that all new developments are to provide on-site, secure
bicycle parking facilities. The minimum required bicycle spaces for residential building is
1 bicycle parking space per dwelling (total of 5) and 1 visitor space per 10 dwelling
(total of 1). Therefore a minimum of 6 on-site, secure bicycle parking are required to be
provided. The applicant has provided 5 bicycle spaces in the storage area in basement
level. This is a shortfall of 1 bicycle space (visitor) for this development.
Comment: The applicant has submitted amended plans indicating a visitor/car wash parking
space within the basement and a visitor bicycle space below the main staircase consistent with
the requirements of Part B, Section 10 in NSDCP 2013. The provision of ten (10) residential car
parking spaces is considered appropriate given the limited availability of on-street car parking
along Waruda Street and the limited amount of extra excavation required to facilitate these
spaces. This small oversupply also addresses concerns raised by submitters.
Engineering
The application was referred to Council’s Development Engineer who raised no objection to the
proposal on engineering grounds subject to standard conditions of consent (refer to Conditions
B1, C2, C4, C5, C14, C15, C16, E6, E7, G4 and G6).
Design Excellence Panel
Council’s Design Excellence Panel considered the original application on 12 July 2016 and
provided the following comments:
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Original application
The Panel commended the architect for a generally well considered design on a difficult
site. The Panel raised concern with the substantial amount of excavation proposed and
the amenity of the two lower apartments that are deeply buried at the rear of the site.
Access for excavation and construction vehicles is going to be extremely difficult and
limiting the extent of excavation would assist in reducing this problem.
The proposal does not comply with Council envelope controls, and is well short of
Apartment Design Guide recommendations in relation to side and rear boundary
setbacks and separation distances to adjoining properties. This is an unusual situation in
which the precedent established by nearby existing buildings, and the thoughtful design
of the proposal could make non-compliances acceptable, conditional on:

The top floor (fourth floor) habitable rooms facing to the northern rear boundary
being adequately screened to ensure privacy in relation to the adjoining property
(which could also be redeveloped with a taller apartment block). The elevation
indicated that the lower floor rooms are screened, but for some reason the top
floor windows are not.



Overshadowing impacts on living rooms in the adjoining residential building to
the east be such that at least 2 hours mid-winter sunlight is retained to the living
spaces of these apartments.

The Panel suggested that the car ramp entry was non compliant with grades and was
compromised by the landscaped terrace above at the front of the site. Any car exiting the
building must be safe for pedestrians and must be supported by Council’s Development
Engineer.
The Panel did not support the proposed western side balconies as the setback was
insufficient and the separation distance was well under the Apartment Design Guide
requirements. The balconies would be overlooked by the balconies of the larger flat
building to the west and would be an unreasonable constraint for the redevelopment of
the adjoining property to the west. All balconies should be facing the street where there
would be adequate separation as well as better access to the iconic southern views.
Disabled access needs to be addressed and a stair-lift to the street entry stairs must be
considered. (Refer to Condition G1)
The Panel suggested that a better result for amenity of the lower two apartments, reduced
excavation and improved vehicle access might be achieved if the building was raised
slightly. However, this would need to be carefully considered with regards to shadows
and view impacts.
Conclusion
The proposal is supported by the Panel subject to the above concerns being addressed.
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Amended application
The applicant submitted amended plans on 12 August 2016. The key amendments to address the
concerns of the DEP are detailed below:








The building was raised by 500mm to improve the grades for the driveway ramp
and reduce excavation.
Whilst additional shadows will be cast onto the western façade of 28 Waruda
Street during mid winter as a result of the increased height of the building, the
living spaces of these apartment will still maintain 2hr solar access to living areas.
The relocation of the balconies from the side to the front of the building to ensure
adequate privacy and building separation is maintained.
The relocation of the bedrooms from the rear of the building to the side of the
building to provide more privacy to the rear properties and provide more natural
light to the bedrooms.
The western elevation has been re-design to increase articulation. Louvres have
also been provided on the windows facing the rear property to further reduce
overlooking between the properties.
Adjustments to the grades of the driveway entry ramp to ensure compliance with
AS2890.1.
The addition of skylights to the top floor apartment to provide more natural light.

The above mentioned amendments are likely to sufficiently resolve the main issues identified
by the Design Excellence Panel. A condition of consent is however recommended that a chair
lift be attached to the front entry stair to satisfy the disabled access requirements (refer to
Condition G1).
SUBMISSIONS
Original application
The original application was notified to adjoining properties between 17 June and 1 July 2016. A
total of ten (10) submissions were received against the original application. The issues raised in
the submissions are summarised below and addressed later in this report.
Basis of Submissions





A non compliance with the minimum building separation requirements in the ADG.
The extent of excavation.
The non compliance with the building height plane control is likely to result in the loss of
views and natural light.
The potential for site isolation at No.105 Kirribilli Avenue.





An inadequate number of resident and visitor parking spaces provided on site
The likely noise impacts from the proposed development
The likely damage to surrounding properties during demolition and construction works




The loss of sunlight
The reduction in the number of available on-street car parking.
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The increased density on the site.







The extent of additional overshadowing between September and March
The likely impacts to the retaining walls along the north western and south western
boundaries of the site
The likely damage to adjoining properties.
The building height and massing is likely to result in overlooking and overshadowing to
adjoining properties.
There will be adverse traffic and parking impacts along Waruda Street
An uncharacteristic form of development



The likely adverse impacts to adjoining properties during demolition and construction.



The proposed colours and materials are not considered to be compatible with the
conservation area




Amended application
The amended application was notified to the adjoining properties between 11 August and 25
August 2016. A total of four (4) submissions were received in response to Council’s amended
notification letter that raised no new issues.
CONSIDERATION
The relevant matters for consideration under Section 79C of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, are assessed under the following headings:
SREP (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005
Having regard to the SREP (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005, the proposed development is not
considered to be detrimental to Sydney Harbour and will not unduly impose upon the character of
the foreshore. The contemporary built form is likely to result in an improved outcome for the
Kirribilli Conservation Area without adversely impacting upon the visual qualities of Sydney
Harbour. The development will not be easily visible from Sydney Harbour given the existing four
and five storey developments along the southern side of Waruda Street. As such, the development
is considered satisfactory having regard to SREP 2005.
SEPP 55 – Remediation of Land
The subject site has had a long history of residential use and there are no known sources of land
contamination noted on Council’s files. Accordingly, no further investigations are warranted in
this respect.
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SEPP No.65 (Design Quality of Residential Flat Development)
The application has been assessed by the Design Excellence Panel (DEP) having regard to the
Design Quality Principles set out in SEPP 65. The DEP generally supported the proposal as
detailed earlier within this report. The proposal is assessed below against the nine (9) Design
Quality Principles as follows:
Principle 1 and 2: Context, Built Form and Scale: The built form context comprises a
combination of low to medium density residential flat buildings between two and eight storeys in
height. The contemporary five storey residential flat building, with the top floor setback from the
levels below is considered to be generally consistent with the scale of the developments on the
adjoining properties (refer to Figure 5 below).

Figure 5 – Waruda Street elevation
Principle 3: Density – The subject site is located in close proximity to public transport, shops
and services. A total of five (5) apartments on the site is considered acceptable as each will
receive reasonable levels of internal amenity with significant views of Sydney Harbour.
Principle 4: Sustainability - A valid ‘multi dwelling’ BASIX Certificate has been provided with
the application demonstrating the efficient use of resources. All apartments are multiple aspect
and will receive good levels of natural cross ventilation. The operable metal louvres to the north
western and north eastern windows assist in controlling the extent of sunlight to the bedrooms
and living spaces.
Principle 5: Landscape – An appropriate landscape setting is proposed for the development to
help soften the built form whilst also providing a suitable landscape buffer with adjoining
properties.
Principle 6: Amenity – The living rooms and balconies are orientated to the south west to take
advantage of iconic views of Sydney Harbour. The apartments are all generously sized (94m² to
135m²) to ensure good levels of internal amenity. The building is appropriately designed and
sited to minimise any adverse amenity impacts in terms of the loss of privacy, solar access or
views for adjoining properties.
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Principle 7: Safety - Secure access is available from Waruda Street and from the basement
carpark to the apartments of the building. Access to the carpark would be via an intercom system
for visitors and/or a remote control device for occupants. The staircase that provides access to the
building off Waruda Street is highly visible and provides a good sense of address to the
development. The living rooms and balconies overlook Waruda Street ensuring high level of
natural surveillance.
Principle 8: Housing Diversity and Social Interaction - The proposal has provided an
acceptable mix of apartments (two and three bedrooms) to accommodate a mix of housing needs
within Kirribilli. The proposal provides (5) apartments and given the constraints of the site it is
not considered unnecessary to provide for designated communal open space. Furthermore, the
terracing within the rear part of the site does not provide opportunities for useable communal
open space. Notwithstanding, the entry to the building is partially covered and provides some
opportunities for social interaction amongst residents.
Principle 9: Aesthetics – The proposal incorporates a variety of colours and materials that are
considered to be appropriate having regard to the buildings location within a Conservation Area.
The sandstone cladding to the ground floor and the masonry cladding to the levels above is
acceptable and generally characteristic of more contemporary developments with the streetscape.
The proposal is considered to achieve the design quality principles of SEPP 65.
Apartment Design Guide (ADG)
The proposal has also been considered against the Apartment Design Guide and is considered to
be generally acceptable as detailed in the table below:
Amenity
Visual privacy

Design Criteria
3m (between non habitable
rooms to boundaries
4.5m (between habitable
and non habitable rooms)
6m (between habitable
rooms and balconies to
boundaries)

Comment
North eastern boundary
3.3m (Levels 1-4)
4m (Level 5)
The proposed setback to the
north eastern boundary of
the site is considered
acceptable given the limited
number of window openings
along the north eastern (rear)
elevation. The en-suite
window (Level 5) is a
highlight window ensuring
privacy will be maintained
between the
proposed
development
and
the
existing development at
No.105 Kirribilli Avenue.
Bedroom windows are
located on the northern
corner of the building with
these windows being setback
greater than 4.5m from the
corner junction of the site
and 11m from the rear wall

Compliance
No (acceptable
merit)

on
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of No.103 Kirribilli Avenue,
ensuring reasonable privacy
is maintained between
properties. It is worth noting
that the lower half of the
building is below the height
of the wall along the rear
boundary of the site. The
wall, in addition to, the
existing and proposed
landscaping along the rear
boundary will ensure there
will be no adverse privacy
impacts.
North western boundary
1.5m – 2.5m (Levels 1-5)
Given the narrowness of the
site (12.1m) it is considered
impractical to require a 6m
setback to this boundary.
The non compliance is
considered acceptable as
louvres are provided to the
dining room and bedroom
windows on each level of the
development to ensure
reasonable privacy would be
maintained with any future
redevelopment of No.24
Waruda Street.
South eastern boundary
A condition is recommended
that the bathroom and ensuite windows (W6 and W7)
along the south eastern
elevation along fitted with
obscure glass to ensure
privacy is maintained with
the bedroom and study
rooms of the apartments at
No.28 Waruda Street (refer
to Condition C27).
Solar and daylight access

70% off apartments to
receive 2 hours of direct
sunlight

Natural ventilation

60% of apartments are
naturally cross ventilated
2.7m (habitable rooms)
50m2 (1B)
70m2 (2B)
90m2 (3B)

Ceiling Heights
Apartment size and layout

4 of the 5 apartments (80%)
will receive 2 hours of direct
solar access to living spaces
and private open space
during mid winter.
All apartments are naturally
cross ventilated
2.7m
123m²-135m²
(3B
apartments)
94m² (2B apartment)

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
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Master bedrooms have a
minimum area of 10m2

All master bedrooms have
an area greater than 10m²

Yes

All secondary bedrooms
have a minimum width of
3m

All secondary bedrooms
have width greater than 3m

Yes

Living rooms have a
minimum width of 3.6m
(1B) and 4m (2B and 3B)
The maximum habitable
room depth is 8m from a
window
1B – 8m2
2B – 10m2
3B – 12m2
Maximum
number
of
apartments off a circulation
core on a single level is 8
6m3 (1B)
8m3 (2B)
10m3 (3B)

The combined kitchen,
dining, living rooms are all
generously sized are located
adjacent to windows

Yes

2B – 24m²
3B – 12m²

Yes

There is one (1) apartment
per level

Yes

Satisfactory storage areas
are provided within the
apartments as well as in the
basement.

Yes

The proposal is considered satisfactory having regard to the design criteria specified in the
Apartment Design Guide. As detailed in the table above, where strict compliance is not achieved
the non compliances are considered acceptable and unlikely to materially compromise the
amenity of the apartments.
SEPP (Building Sustainability Index: BASIX) 2004
A suitable ‘Multi Dwelling’ BASIX Certificate (727522M_02) has been submitted with the
application. Appropriate conditions are recommended requiring compliance with the
commitments contained in the certificate (refer to Condition C30 and G12).
SEPP (Affordable Rental Housing 2009
The existing apartment building on the site is strata subdivided and in accordance with Clause
49(2)(a) of the SEPPARH 2009 cannot be classified as low rental housing.
NORTH SYDNEY LEP 2013
Permissibility within the zone
The subject site is zoned R4 High Density Residential under the NSLEP 2013. The proposal
seeks consent for a residential flat building which is a permissible form of development
within this zone.
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R4 High Density Residential zone objectives
The proposal will provide for an increase in residential accommodation on the site to meet the
housing needs of the community. The amended plans have reduced the extent of excavation,
increased building setbacks and reconfigured the layout of the apartments to minimise
overshadowing and privacy impacts for adjoining properties. The bulk and scale of the
development is considered to be generally characteristic of surrounding developments along
Waruda Street. A majority of the apartments will receive high levels of residential amenity. The
proposal is considered to achieve the relevant objectives of the R4 High Density Residential
zone.
Building Height
Under the provisions of Clause 4.3(2), the maximum height of a building permitted on the
subject site is 12m. The roof level of the building has a height of 12m. The building is therefore
compliant with the maximum permissible building height (12metres) in Clause 4.3(2) in NSLEP
2013.
Preservation of trees or vegetation
The proposal does not seek the removal of any trees prescribed in Part B, Section 16 in NSDCP
2013. Subject to compliance with the recommendation of the Arborist report there are unlikely to
be any adverse impacts to the eight (8) trees growing on the adjoining properties at the rear of the
site (refer to Condition C18). The landscaped plan provides a good variety of trees, shrubs,
hedges and plants to assist in improving the landscape character of the locality. The proposal is
considered to achieve the objective in Clause 5.9(1) in NSLEP 2013.
Heritage Conservation
Council’s Conservation Planner considers the proposal satisfactory having regard to Clause 5.10
in NSLEP 2013 as detailed in the heritage comments earlier within this report.
Earthworks
Council’s Development Engineer has recommended appropriate conditions of consent requiring
dilapidation and structural adequacy reports for adjoining properties, certification from a
geotechnical engineer and a requirement that a qualified and consulting engineer oversee the
excavation procedure to minimise any adverse impacts to the structural integrity of adjoining
properties (refer to Conditions C2, C4, C5 and E6).
Through the recommended conditions of consent the proposal is considered satisfactory having
regard to Clause 6.10 in NSLEP 2013.
Residential flat buildings
The subject site is predominantly surrounding by existing residential flat buildings with the
exemption of No.105 Kirribilli Avenue which adjoins the site to the rear. This site is similarly
dimensioned (12m x 30m) and sized (351.67m2) as the subject site. The applicant has indicated
that a largely compliant residential flat building can be built on the adjoining site at No.105
Kirribilli Avenue Neutral Bay, similar to that proposed on the subject site (refer to Attachment
4).
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Whilst the topography and level change at the street frontage are different between the two sites,
both sites are capable of being redeveloped independently with separate basement car parking
which can be accessed from their respective street frontages via ramps or car lifts.
It should also be noted that the amalgamation of these two sites is unlikely to be supported by
Council’s Conservation Planner as it would not be consistent with the established subdivision
pattern within the Kirribilli Conservation Area. It could also potentially cause the loss of slot
views of Sydney Harbour from Kirribilli Avenue.
The proposal is therefore considered satisfactory having regard to Clause 6.12 in NSLEP 2013 as
no adjoining sites would be left isolated as a consequence of the proposed development.
DCP 2013 Compliance Table
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN 2013 – Part B Section 1- Residential Development
complies
1.2 Social Amenity
Population Mix

Yes

Comments
The application proposes one, two bedroom apartment (Apartment 5) and
four, three bedroom apartments (Apartments 1, 2, 3 and 4) which is
considered an appropriate apartment mix in the site context and consistent
with P2 in Part B, Section 1.2.1 in NSDCP 2013.
As the building only contains five apartments there is no requirement under
P6 in Part B, Section 1.2.1 in NSDCP 2013 to provide an adaptable
apartment.

Maintaining
Residential
Accommodation
Affordable Housing

Yes

Housing
for
Seniors/Persons with
disability

Yes (via
condition)

Yes

1.3 Environmental Criteria
Yes (via
Topography
conditions)

The apartments are all generously sized (between 94m² and 135m²) ensuring
good amenity for future residents. The number of apartments on the site (5)
is considered appropriate given the site constraints and the requirement to
maintain reasonable residential amenity for surrounding properties in terms
of view sharing, privacy and solar access.
The existing building on the site contains three, three bedroom apartments.
The proposal will provide for an increase in the quantity and quality of
residential accommodation on the site.
The proposal will not result in the loss of affordable housing as detailed
earlier within this report.
The design of the building incorporates accessible features to meet the
changing needs of the population. A condition of consent is recommended
that a chair lift be installed on the front staircase to provide improve access
for seniors or persons with a disability (refer to Condition C25 and G1).
The amended plans have raised the building by 500mm and thus reduced the
extent of excavation. Whilst apartment G01 is below existing ground level,
this is considered acceptable given the usually elevated nature of the site and
the significant levels changes across the site. The extent of excavation would
assist in reducing the bulk and scale of the development and any adverse
amenity impacts on adjoining properties. The windows of the habitable rooms
for the apartment above are all located above existing ground level and will
receive good levels of natural light and ventilation.
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Modified natural rock walls along the Waruda Street frontage of the site
The proposal will retain approximately half of the modified natural rock wall
along the front boundary of the site. The remainder will be removed to
accommodate the basement parking. It should be noted that there are two rock
walls between the existing staircase at the front of the site (refer to Figures 6
and 7 below).

Figure 6 – Extract from survey plan indicating the location of the
staircase and rock walls

Figure 7 – Looking north west towards the existing rock walls at the
front of the subject site
The rock walls have previously been heavily modified with the construction
of the staircase that provides access from street level to the building on the top
part of the site. Whilst the incursions into these rock walls is regrettable, the
proposal has been able to retain large parts of the rocks walls and add new
plantings, in lieu of the staircase, to assist in softening the development.
(refer to Figure 8 below).
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Figure 8 – Section through the rock walls
Furthermore, basement parking is also characteristic of R4 – High Density
Zones. On balance, the removal of part of this rock wall to provide car
parking is considered acceptable given the limited availability of on-street car
parking along Waruda Street.
Subject to recommended conditions of consent there are unlikely to be any
adverse impacts on the structural integrity of adjoining properties as a
consequence of the proposed excavation across the site (refer to Conditions
C2, C4, C5 and E6).

Foreshore Frontage
Views

N/A
No
(acceptable
on merit)

There are sufficient deep soil zones around the perimeter of the site for the
planting of trees and shrubs.
The subject site does not have a foreshore frontage.
No 28 Waruda Street
The proposal will result in some view loss from the two top floor south west
facing apartments at No.28 Waruda Street and from the dwelling house at
No.105 Kirribilli Avenue.
It must be noted that the proposal complies with the maximum building height
control (12m).
The elements of the building that are non compliant with the building height
plane control in Part B, Section 1.4.6 in NSDCP 2013 are unlikely to
materially affect the view from these properties. A building that was fully
compliant with the building height plane control is unlikely to maintain the
same development potential and level of amenity on the site while
significantly improving views for the adjoining properties.
Tenacity Planning Principle
An assessment of the impacts of the proposal in accordance with the
principles of view sharing established by the Land and Environment Court in
Tenacity Consulting v Warringah [2004] NSWLEC 140 has been detailed
below.
The application has been assessed as acceptable, despite the level of view
impact.
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View Loss Analysis
The following view impact analysis utilizes the relevant planning principles adopted by the NSW Land &
Environment court in Tenacity Consulting v Warringah [2004] NSWLEC 140 and the prevailing view loss standards
applicable under North Sydney Council’s DCP 2013.
The Four Step Test in respect of Views
The following view assessment has been undertaken in accordance with the four (4) step process adopted by
Commissioner Roseth of the NSW Land and Environment Court centering around Tenacity Consulting v Warringah
Council [2004] NSWLEC 140.



Assessment of views to be affected; and
Consider from what part of the property the views are obtained.

The views most affected by the development and the location of where these views are obtained are detailed below:
Unit 10, 28 Waruda Street
The residential apartment building at No.28 Waruda Street is located directly to the south east of the subject site.
Unit 10 is located on the fourth (top) floor at the north eastern end of the building. The kitchen and study windows
are located on the north western and south western sides of the apartment and enjoy partial views of the Harbour
Bridge, Opera House, city skyline and Sydney Harbour. The views are obtained across side boundary of the site and
are obtained from primarily a standing position (refer to Figures 9, 10 and 11 below).

Figure 9 – View to the south west from the kitchen of Unit 10, 28 Waruda Street. This view is from a standing
position.
LEGEND - Red line – 12m height control, Blue line –amended proposal, Green line – original proposal
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Figure 10 – View to the south west from the living/dining and through the study of Unit 10, 28 Waruda Street.
This view is from a standing position.
LEGEND - Red line – 12m height control, Blue line –amended proposal, Green line – original proposal

Figure 11 – View to the south west from the study of Unit 10, 28 Waruda Street. This view is from a standing
position.
LEGEND - Red line – 12m height control, Blue line –amended proposal, Green line – original proposal
Unit 12, 28 Waruda Street
The residential apartment building at No.28 Waruda Street is located directly to the south east of the subject site.
Unit 12 is located on the fourth (top) floor at the south western end of the building. The sunroom, living/dining and
kitchen windows are located on the south western sides of the apartment and enjoy partial views of the Harbour
Bridge and unobstructed views of the Opera House, city skyline and Sydney Harbour. The views are obtained across
front and side boundary of the site and are obtained primarily from a standing position (refer to Figures 12, 13, 14
and 15 below).

Figure 12 – View to the south west from the sunroom of Unit 12, 28 Waruda Street. This view is from a
standing position. The views from through this window will be unobstructed.
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Figure 13 – View to the north-west from the sunroom of Unit 12, 28 Waruda Street. This view is from a
standing position. The views from through this window will be unobstructed.

Figure 14 – View to the south -west from the living/dining room of Unit 12, 28 Waruda Street. This view is
from a standing position.
LEGEND - Red line – 12m height control, Blue line –amended proposal, Green line – original proposal
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Figure 15 – View to the south -west from the kitchen of Unit 12, 28 Waruda Street. This view is from a
standing position.
LEGEND - Red line – 12m height control, Blue line –amended proposal, Green line – original proposal
Lower level apartments at No.28 Waruda Street
The lower level apartments within the residential apartment building at No.28 Waruda Street will not be affected by
the proposed development, as any views to the west and south west are currently obstructed by the existing apartment
building on the subject site. It is worth noting that slot views of the Opera House will still be retained from the study
room window of Unit 2 at No.28 Waruda Street.
No.105 Kirribilli Avenue
The dwelling house at No.105 Kirribilli Avenue is located directly to the north east of the subject site. The ground
floor living room and first floor bedroom enjoy partial views of the Opera House and city skyline. The views are
obtained across the rear boundary of the site and are obtained primarily from a standing position (refer to Figures
16 and 17 below).

Figures 16 and 17 – Views to the south west from the ground floor living room (right) and first floor bedroom
(left) of No.105 Kirribilli Avenue.
LEGEND - Blue outline indicates the approximate building envelope of the proposed development


Assess the extent of the impact in qualitative terms as negligible, minor, moderate, severe or
devastating.
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The planning principle established in the Tenacity Consulting v Warringah [2004] NSWLEC 140 case provides that
“in considering view impacts, it is more useful to undertake a qualitative assessment of impacts, as opposed to a
quantitative one. This is to be done for the whole of the property, not just for the view that is affected. In
establishing the degree of impact the terms adopted by the principle assess the view loss qualitatively as negligible,
minor, moderate, severe or devastating.”
The applicant has provided view study diagrams from Units 10 and 12 at No.28 Waruda Street (refer to Figures 9
to 15 above). The view study diagrams indicate the amended proposal on the subject site as well as a comparison
with the original proposal and a development that was constructed at the 12m height control.
The outline of the proposed building envelope has being overlayed on the photos taken from No.105 Kirribilli to
demonstrate the extent of view impact (refer to Figure 16 and 17 above).
The view impacts from the rooms of each of the apartments and dwelling house are assessed below:
Unit 10, No.28 Waruda Street
Partial views of the Harbour Bridge are obtained through the kitchen and study room window of Unit 10 at No.28
Waruda Street. The view impacts from north-west facing kitchen and study window of the apartment would be
considered minor to moderate from a standing position. The view impacts through the south-west facing study
window would be considered negligible from a standing position.
Unit 12, No.28 Waruda Street
The views of the Opera House, Sydney Harbour and city skyline from the south west and north west facing sun room
windows of Unit 12 at No.28 Waruda Street will be unaffected by the proposed development.
The view impacts from north-west facing living room window of the apartment would be considered minor from a
standing position.
The view impacts from north-west facing kitchen window of the apartment would be considered severe from a
standing position. Whilst the view impact would be considered severe it is caused by complying elements of the
building. For this existing view to be maintained, the top floor would need to be removed and this would significantly
compromise the development potential on the site which would be contrary to Test 4 of the planning principle.
No.105 Kirribilli Avenue
The view impacts from the first floor south west bedroom window of No.105 Kirribilli Avenue would be considered
moderate from a standing position. The existing brick wall, trees along the rear boundary and the building on the
subject site significantly restrict any views from the ground floor living room of No.105 Kirribili Avenue.


Assess the reasonableness of the proposal that is causing the impact.

In relation to a complying proposal, the planning principles outlines that consideration should be given as to whether
“a more skilful design could provide the applicant with the same development potential and amenity and reduce
the impact on the views of neighbours”. (bold my emphasis)
The proposed building is compliant with the building height control in Clause 4.3 in NSLEP 2013. The amended
proposal has removed the lift overrun, increased the top floor front setback and splayed the front wall to assist in
minimising view impacts for the adjoining properties. The proposal complies with the minimum side setback (1.5m)
and whilst there are some non compliances with the building height plane, these are largely due to the narrowness of
the sites, and it is unlikely that a proposal that did achieve compliance would result in a built form that was
characteristic of the locality while also maintaining the same development potential and level of amenity for the site.
As indicated in Figures 9 to 17 above, a development that was constructed to the 12m height limit is likely to have a
far greater impact on adjoining properties. The amended proposal is considered to be a more skilful design that
maintains a reasonable level of view sharing.
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Conclusion
On balance, having considered the alternatives, the development is considered to be reasonable and view impacts to
the Units 10 and 12 at No.28 Waruda Street and to the dwelling house at No.105 Kirribilli Avenue, are considered to
be acceptable in the site circumstances.
Solar Access

Yes

No.28 Waruda Street
Whilst the amended proposal raised the building by 500mm the shadow
diagrams demonstrate that the proposal will maintain a minimum of 2
hours of solar access during mid winter to the living/dining rooms of the
south west facing apartments at No.28 Waruda Street.
The most affected apartment would be Unit 4 which is located on the
second floor of the apartment building at No.28 Waruda Street. The
elevational shadow diagrams confirm that the living/dining room of this
apartment will receive a minimum of two hours of solar access between
10.30am and 12.30pm during mid winter.
Whilst the kitchen of this Unit would only receive 1 hour of solar access
during mid winter this is considered reasonable in the site circumstances,
given this window is located on the lowest habitable level of the building
which makes it difficult to completely protect solar access. Moreover, the
element of the building that is causing this impact is compliant with the
building height control.
No’s 27 and 29 Waruda Street
The proposal will not materially affect solar access to the apartment
buildings on the southern side of Waruda Street given the significant
building separation distances (20+m).

Acoustic Privacy

Vibration
Visual Privacy

Yes (via
condition)

N/A
Yes (via
condition)

The amended proposal is considered to maintain reasonable solar access
to adjoining properties during mid winter consistent with O1 in Part B,
Section 1.4.6 in NSDCP 2013.
The proposal is unlikely to result in any adverse noise impacts for
adjoining properties given the residential use of the site. The amended
proposal includes enclosed winter garden on the south western (front)
elevation to assist in minimising impacts to developments on the adjoining
properties.
Appropriate conditions are recommended to ensure any noise from plant is
in accordance with the relevant noise levels specified in the EPA Noise
Policy (refer to Condition C23).
The subject site is not located on a busy road or adjacent to a rail corridor.
Consideration has been given below to potential privacy impacts to
adjoining properties:
North west elevation
Operable metal louvres are proposed to Bedrooms 2 and 3 and vertical
metal louvres are proposed to Bedroom 1 and the dining/living room
windows of the apartments to assist in maintaining privacy with the
adjoining property at No.24 Waruda Street.
South west elevation
The enclosed winter garden are located on the south west (front) elevation
to take advantage of the views while maintaining privacy with the
adjoining properties with separation distances created by Waruda Street.
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South east elevation
There are limited window openings along the south east elevation of the
building. The central staircase is unlikely to generate any adverse privacy
impacts. A condition is recommended that the all bathroom and en-suite
windows (W6 and W7) are fitted with obscure glass to maintain privacy
with the apartments at No.28 Waruda Street (refer to Condition C27).
North east elevation
The amended proposal has reduced the number of window openings along
the north east elevation of the building. The en-suite window (Level 5) is a
highlight window, ensuring privacy will be maintained between the
proposed development and the existing dwelling at No.105 Kirribilli
Avenue.
Bedroom windows are located on the northern corner of the building with
these windows being setback greater than 4.5m from the corner junction of
the site and 11m from the rear wall of No.103 Kirribilli Avenue, ensuring
reasonable privacy is maintained between properties. It is worth noting
that the lower half of the building is below the height of the wall along the
rear boundary of the site. The wall, in addition to, the existing and
proposed landscaping along the rear common boundary will ensure there
will be no adverse privacy impacts.
As detailed above, the proposal is considered to maintain reasonable
privacy with adjoining properties consistent with O1 in Part B, Section
1.3.10 in NSDCP 2013.
1.4 Quality built form
Context

Yes

Subdivision Pattern

Yes

Streetscape

Yes (via
condition)

Siting

Yes

Setbacks – Front
and Rear

Yes

The built form context comprises a combination of low to medium density
residential flat buildings between two and eight storeys in height. The
contemporary five storey residential flat building, with the top floor
setback from the levels below is considered to be generally consistent with
the scale of the developments along Waruda Street.
The application does not seek approval for subdivision. As detailed earlier
within this report, the applicant has demonstrated that a compliant
residential flat building can be constructed on the adjoining property at the
rear (No.105 Kirribilli Avenue).
Council’s Development Engineer has recommended appropriate
conditions requiring all works to the footpath, kerb and gutter be
constructed in accordance with the Council’s Guidelines and
Specifications (refer to Condition C14).
The external walls of the building generally correspond to the boundaries
of the site.
The proposed front and rear setbacks are considered to be generally
characteristic of the established setback pattern along the high side of
Waruda Street (refer to Figure 18 below)
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Figure 18 – Site plan indicating the relationship of the proposed
development to existing developments on adjoining properties.
Side and rear setbacks
The proposed development complies with the 1.5m side setback specified
in Part B, Section 1.4.6 in NSDCP 2016 as detailed in the table below:
Boundary
North
eastern
(rear)
North
western
South
eastern

No
(acceptable on
merit)

Setback
3.3m-4m

Control
1.5m

Compliance
Yes

1.5-2.5m

1.5m

Yes

2m-2.2m

1.5m

Yes

Non compliance with building height plane
The proposed development does not comply with the building height
plane envelope. None of the residential flat buildings along high side of
Waruda Street would comply with the building height plane control. To
comply with the building height plane, any development on the subject
site is likely be restricted to two storeys which is not characteristic of
developments within this R4 zone in Kirribilli which are predominantly
four and five storeys on generally narrow sites making compliance
impossible to achieve (refer to Figure 19 below).
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Figure 19 – Streetscape elevation indicating the extent of non
compliance of existing developments along the high side of Waruda
Street
The elements of the building that are non compliant with the building
height plane are unlikely to materially reduce the amenity for adjoining
properties in terms of privacy, views or solar access.

Building Separation

No
(acceptable on
merit)

Form Massing Scale

Yes

Built Form
Character

Yes

Dwelling Entry

Yes

Roofs

Yes

Materials

Yes (via
condition)

Balconies Apartments

Yes

Front Fences

Yes

1.5 Quality Urban Environment
Yes
High Quality
Residential
Accommodation

The proposed development is considered to achieve the objectives of the
setback control despite the numerical non compliance with the building
height plane control.
As detailed in the ADG section of this report, there are unlikely to be any
adverse amenity impacts as a consequence of the non compliances with
the building separation requirements. The amended proposal has reduced
the number of window openings along the north eastern elevation and
added louvres to a number of the windows along the north western
elevation to maintain privacy with the adjoining properties.
The proposed development complies with the building height control in
Clause 4.3 in NSLEP 2013. The proposed five storey development with
the top floor setback from the levels below is considered acceptable and
consistent with the scale of nearby developments (No’s 25, 27 and 28
Waruda Street) along Waruda Street that are similarly zoned R4 High
Density Residential. Noting that it is likely that the adjoining site at No.24
Waruda Street is likely be redeveloped in the future with a similar four or
five storey development consistent with the applicable planning controls.
The proposed development is well articulated along the north western
(side) elevation with curved corners and variations in materials to assist in
breaking up the bulk of the building when viewed from Waruda Street.
The front elevation has an acceptable proportion of solid to glazing.
Council’s Conservation Planner considers that the amended proposal
reflects the distinctive character of the conservation area within a
contemporary design, with a bulk, form and setback that are consistent
with other apartment buildings along Waruda Street. The design utilises
elements that are reflective of an Inter-War Modern style of buildings,
with horizontal bands, curved elements and traditional rhythm of
fenestration. The proposal is acceptable in this regard.
The staircase and entry path along the south western side of the building
assists in providing a sense of address and safe access to the building.
The flat roof is considered appropriate given the contemporary design and
the requirement to maintain reasonable amenity for adjoining properties.
The proposal provide a good variation in colours and materials to assist
maintaining the character of the Kirribilli Conservation Area. A condition
of consent is however recommended that the grey colour to the external
walls is to be a light to mid grey tone that reflects the colours of
significant buildings in the vicinity. The chosen colour is to be approved
by a qualified Heritage Consultant prior to the commencement of works
(refer to Condition C8)
Suitably sized courtyard, balconies and enclosed winter gardens are
provided to each of the apartments to ensure functional private open space
for the apartments.
The proposal will retain part of the sandstone wall along the front
boundary of the site.
The apartment sizes are as follows:
2 bedroom (Apartment 5) – 94m²
3 bedrooms (Apartments 1 to 4) – 123-135m²
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The apartment sizes exceed the minimum areas specified in the DCP and
Apartment Design Guide. Balconies, courtyards or enclosed winter garden
are provided to all the apartments. A large majority (80%) of the
apartments will receive good levels of natural light and ventilation.
Operable louvres are proposed to a majority of the glazing along the north
western elevation to control sunlight.
The enclosed winter garden will have views over the public domain and
front entry ensuring good levels of natural surveillance. The proposed
roller door at the entry to the basement and the pedestrian gate along the
access path will ensure maximum safety and security for the residents of
the apartments.
Car parking
The existing development does not contain any off street car parking. The
application proposes a car turntable and ten (10) residential parking
spaces in a stacked arrangement, with one visitor/car wash bay to ensure
compliance with the parking spaces specified in Part B, Section 10.2.1 in
NSDCP 2013. The proposal will maintain at least one (1) on-street
parking space directly in front of the subject site.
Bicycle parking

Yes
The application proposes bike storage lockers within the basement level of
the building for the residential apartments. A visitor bicycle space is also
provided on the ground level below the main staircase to satisfy the
requirements of Part B, Section 10.5 in NSDCP 2013.
Vehicular access
Yes (via
conditions)

Site Coverage

Landscape and Unbuilt Upon Area

Yes

Yes

Subject to recommended conditions of consent, Council’s Development
Engineer is satisfied that vehicular access complies with AS2890.1 and
Council’s Vehicular Access Application Guidelines and Specifications
(refer to Condition C14)
The amended proposal has removed the awning over the side path and
entry to ensure compliance with the maximum site coverage control in
Part B, Section 1.5.5 in NSDCP 2013.
Existing
Proposed
25%
45%
Landscape area

Control
45%

The amended proposal has reduced the size of the basement to provide
greater opportunities for deep soil landscaping at the rear of the site.
Whilst the proposal is reliant on above basement slab plantings across part
of the site, this is considered acceptable subject to a condition requiring
that there be minimum soil depth for trees, shrubs (600mm), and plants
(400mm) to ensure the long term viability of this landscaping. The area of
the site that is capable of being landscaped is compliant with the minimum
landscaped area control in Part B, Section 1.5.6 in NSDCP 2013.
Existing
33%

Proposed
40%

Control
40%

Un-built upon area
Yes
The proposal is compliant with the maximum un-built upon control in Part
B, Section 1.5.6 in NSDCP 2013.
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Existing
Proposed
Control
42%
15%
15%
The proposed excavation for the basement level is 70% of the site area
and compliant with P4 in Part B, Section 1.5.7 in NSDCP 2013.
Council’s Development Engineer has recommended appropriate
conditions of consent including the requirement for a construction and
traffic management plan, dilapidation and structural adequacy reports for
adjoining properties, details of any shoring for excavation, a revised
geotechnical report and a requirement that a qualified and consulting
engineer oversee the excavation procedure to minimise any adverse
impacts to the structural integrity of adjoining properties (refer to
Conditions C2, C4, C5 and E6).

Landscaping

Yes

Front Gardens

Yes

Private and
Communal Open
Space

Yes

No
(acceptable on
merit)

Garbage Storage

Yes

Site Facilities

Yes

1.6 Efficient Use of Resources
Yes (via
Energy Efficiency
condition)
Stormwater
Management

Yes (via
condition)

Sufficient deep soil landscaped areas are provided around the perimeter of
the site to allow for the planting of larger trees consistent with the
requirements of P5(c) in Part B, Section 1.5.7 in NSDCP 2013.
Council’s Landscape Development Officer supported the removal of the
mature Camphor Laurel growing along the western boundary as it is
identified as a poor specimen and too undersized to be protected by
Councils Tree and Vegetation Management Permit. The landscape plan is
considered satisfactory in maintaining the landscape character of the
locality.
The proposal provides a good variety of landscaping alongside the ground
level courtyard to assist in softening the built form.
The proposal provides for sufficient private open space in the form of
either courtyards, balconies or enclosed winter gardens for each
apartment.
The lack of communal open space is considered acceptable given the
limited number of apartments and the relatively narrow width of the site.
The terracing within the rear part of the site does not provide opportunities
for useable communal open space. The generous sized entry lobby
provides some opportunities for social interaction amongst the residents.
A garbage area is provided within the basement to satisfy the requirements
in P1 and P6 in Part B, Section 1.5.13 in NSDCP 2013.
The proposal provides sufficient storage areas within the basement level
and the apartments to satisfy the requirements in P4 in Part B, Section
1.5.14 in NSDCP 2013.
A valid multi dwelling BASIX Certificate has been lodged with the
application demonstrating the efficient use of resources (refer to
Conditions C30 and G12).
Council’s Development Engineer has recommended appropriate
conditions requiring stormwater runoff and subsoil drainage generated by
the proposed development to be conveyed in a controlled manner by
gravity via a direct connection to Council’s stormwater gully pit in
Waruda Street (refer to Condition C15).

Kirribilli Planning Area (Kirribilli Conservation Area)
Consideration has been given to Part C of NSDCP 2013 and in particular Section 8 of the
Character Statement for the Kirribilli Planning Area and Section 8.4 for the Kirribilli
Conservation Area. The five storey scale of the development is consistent with surrounding
developments in the view catchment. The rear building setback whilst non compliant with that
specified in the Character Statement is considered acceptable given the rear setback is generally
consistent with developments on adjoining properties.
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Council’s Conservation Planner considers the amended proposal reflects the distinctive character
of the conservation area within a contemporary design, with a bulk, form and setbacks that are
consistent with other apartment buildings in the vicinity. The design utilises elements that are
reflective of an Inter-War Modern style of buildings, with horizontal bands, curved elements and
traditional rhythm of fenestration. The proposal is considered to reflect the established built form
and character and significance of the conservation area.
SECTION 94 CONTRIBUTIONS
Due to the provision of new residential apartments (1 x 2B and 4 x 3B) a contribution would be
levied in accordance with Council’s Section 94 Contributions Plan. A credit will be provided for
the existing residential apartments on the site (3 x 3B). The contribution amount for the
development is $31,262.59, as shown in the table below
Facility

Residential contribution
(1 x 2B and 4 x 3B)

Residential credit
(3 x 3B)

Total ($)

Administration

808.06

507.23

300.83

Community Centres

3,668.62

2,302.83

1,365.79

Childcare Facilities

1,399.67

878.59

521.08

Library and Local Studies Acquisitions

684.24

429.50

254.74

Library Premises and Equipment

2,116.91

1,328.80

788.11

Multi Purpose Indoor Sports Facility

578.03

362.84

215.19

Olympic Pool

1,882.64

1,181.75

700.89

Open Space Acquisitions

23,073.25

14,483.30

8,589.95

Open Space Increased Capacity

45,735.15

28,708.40

17,026.75

Public Domain Improvements

1,807.95

1,134.87

673.08

Traffic Improvements

2,219.19

1,393.01

83,973.71

52,711.12

826.18
$31,262.59

SITE SUITABILITY
The proposal is considered to be suitable for the subject site as detailed within this report.
ALL LIKELY IMPACTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT
All likely impacts of the proposed development have been considered within the context of this
report.
ENVIRONMENTAL APPRAISAL

CONSIDERED

1.

Statutory Controls

Yes

2.

Policy Controls

Yes

3.

Design in relation to existing building and
natural environment

Yes

4.

Landscaping/Open Space Provision

Yes
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5.

Traffic generation and Carparking provision

Yes

6.

Loading and Servicing facilities

N/A

7.

Physical relationship to and impact upon adjoining
development (Views, privacy, overshadowing, etc.)

Yes

8.

Site Management Issues

Yes

9.

All relevant S79C considerations of
Environmental Planning and Assessment (Amendment) Act 1979

Yes

SUBMITTORS CONCERNS
The issues raised in the submissions are summarised below and addressed with planning
comments:


A non compliance with the minimum building separation requirements.

As detailed in the ADG section of this report, there are unlikely to be any adverse amenity
impacts as a consequence of the non compliances with the building separation requirements. The
amended proposal has reduced the number of window openings along the north eastern elevation
and added louvres to a number of the windows along the north western elevation to maintain
privacy with the adjoining properties.


The extent of excavation

The amended proposed has raised the building by 500mm and thus reduced the extent of
excavation. The proposed excavation for the basement level is 70% of the site area and compliant
with P4 in Part B, Section 1.5.7 in NSDCP 2013.
Council’s Development Engineer has recommended appropriate conditions of consent including
the requirement for a construction and traffic management plan, dilapidation and structural
adequacy reports for adjoining properties, details of any shoring for excavation, a revised
geotechnical report and a requirement that a qualified and consulting engineer oversee the
excavation procedure to minimise any adverse impacts to the structural integrity of adjoining
properties.


The non compliance with the building height plane control is likely to result in the loss of
views and natural light for adjoining properties.

The proposed development does not comply with the building height plane envelope. None of the
residential flat buildings along the high side of Waruda Street would comply with the specified
building height plane control. To comply with the building height plane, any development on the
subject site would likely be restricted to two storeys which is not characteristic of developments
within this R4 zone in Kirribilli which are predominantly four and five storeys on generally
narrow sites making compliance impossible to achieve (refer to Figure 17 earlier within this
report).
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The elements of the building that are non compliant with the building height plane are unlikely to
materially reduce the amenity for adjoining properties in terms of privacy, views or solar access.
The proposed development is considered to achieve the objectives of the setback control despite
the numerical non compliance with the building height plane control.


The potential for site isolation at No.105 Kirribilli Avenue.

The subject site is predominantly surrounding by existing residential flat buildings with the
exemption of No.105 Kirribilli Avenue which adjoins the site to the rear. This site is similarly
dimensioned (12m x 30m) and sized (351.67m2) as the subject site. The applicant has indicated
that a largely compliant residential flat building can be built on the adjoining site at No.105
Kirribilli Avenue Neutral Bay, similar to that proposed on the subject site (refer to Attachment
4).
Whilst the topography and level change at the street frontage are different between the two sites,
both sites are capable of being redeveloped independently with separate basement car parking
which can be accessed from their respective street frontages via ramps or car lifts. It should also
be noted that the amalgamation of these two sites is unlikely to be supported by Council as it
would be inconsistent with the established subdivision pattern within the Kirribilli Conservation
Area and may cause the loss of slot views.
The proposal is therefore considered satisfactory having regard to Clause 6.12 in NSLEP 2013 as
no adjoining sites would be left isolated as a consequence of the proposed development.



An inadequate number of resident and visitor parking spaces provided on site
A reduction in the number of available on-street car parking.

The existing development does not contain any off street car parking. The application proposes a
car turntable and 10 residential parking spaces in a stacked arrangement, with one visitor/car
wash bay to ensure compliance with the parking spaces specified in Part B, Section 10.2.1 in
NSDCP 2013.
The proposal will maintain at least one (1) on-street parking space directly in front of the subject
site.


Increased noise impacts for surrounding properties

The proposal is unlikely to result in any adverse noise impacts for adjoining properties given the
residential use of the site. The amended proposal includes enclosed winter garden on the south
western (front) elevation to assist in minimising impacts to developments on the adjoining
properties.
Appropriate conditions are recommended to ensure any noise from plant is in accordance with
the relevant noise levels specified in the EPA Noise Policy (refer to Condition C23).



The likely damage to surrounding properties during demolition and construction works
The likely impacts to the retaining walls along the north western and south western
boundaries of the site
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Appropriate conditions are recommended during demolition, excavation and construction to
minimise any adverse impacts to adjoining properties (refer to Conditions E6, E9, E10, E16
and E21).
The architectural plans indicate that new walls will be constructed along the north western and
south western boundaries of the site. Should the applicant seek to demolish the existing north
western retaining wall that is located wholly within this adjoining site (No.24 Waruda Street), the
written consent from the adjoining property owner would be required.


The loss of sunlight

Whilst the amended proposal raised the building by 500mm, it remains compliant with the 12m
building height control. The shadow diagrams demonstrate that the proposal will maintain a
minimum of 2 hours of solar access during mid winter to the habitable rooms of the south west
facing apartment at No.28 Waruda Street consistent with the requirements in P2 in Part B,
Section 1.3.7 in NSDCP 2013.


The increased density on the site

The subject site is located in close proximity to public transport, shops and services. A total of
five (5) apartments on the site is considered acceptable as each will receive reasonable levels of
internal amenity.


The extent of additional overshadowing between September and March

The proposal will result in some additional overshadowing between 9am and 10am to the north
eastern elevation of No. 24 Waruda Street during the equinox. The level of impact is considered
acceptable as reasonable solar access and natural light will be maintained to the windows along
the north eastern elevation of No.24 Waruda Street.


The adverse traffic and parking impacts along Waruda Street

Council’s Traffic and Transport Engineer considers that the proposed development is unlikely
to have any unacceptable traffic implications on the road network capacity.


An uncharacteristic form of development

Council’s Conservation Planner considers that the amended proposal reflects the distinctive
character of the conservation area within a contemporary design, with a bulk, form and setback
that are consistent with other apartment buildings in the vicinity. The design utilises elements that
are reflective of an Inter-War Modern style of buildings, with horizontal bands, curved elements
and traditional rhythm of fenestration.


The proposed colours and materials are not considered to be compatible with the
conservation area

The proposal provide a good variation in colours and materials to assist maintaining the character
of the Kirribilli Conservation Area. A condition of consent is however recommended that the
grey colour to the external walls is to be a light to mid grey tone that reflects the colours of
significant buildings in the vicinity. The chosen colour is to be approved by a qualified Heritage
Consultant prior to the issue of the construction certificate (refer to Condition C8)
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PUBLIC INTEREST
The recommended approval of the application is unlikely to offend the public interest for the
reasons provided throughout this report.
CONCLUSION
The development application has been assessed against the North Sydney Local Environmental
Plan 2013, the North Sydney Development Control Plan 2013 and the relevant State and
Regional Planning Policies and generally found to be acceptable.
The proposed development complies with the building height control in Clause 4.3(2) in NSLEP
2013.
The five storey scale of the development is generally characteristic of surrounding developments
along Waruda Street. The articulated facades, variation in colours and materials and the setting
back of the fifth storey assists in minimising adverse visual and amenity impacts on the adjoining
properties and the public domain. Whilst the proposal does not strictly comply with the minimum
building separation distances as required by the ADG this non compliance is considered to be
acceptable given the location and treatment of the window openings and the narrowness of the
site.
Whilst the incursions into the modified natural rock walls at the front of the site is regrettable, the
proposal has been able to retain large parts of the rocks walls and add new plantings, in lieu of
the staircase, to assist in softening the development when viewed from street level.
The proposal is considered acceptable on heritage grounds as the contemporary design utilises
elements that are reflective of an Inter-War Modern style of building, with horizontal bands,
curved elements and traditional rhythm of fenestration.
Having regard to the provisions of Section 79C of the Environmental Planning & Assessment
Act 1979, the application is considered to be satisfactory and recommended for approval
subject to the attached standard and site specific conditions.
RECOMMENDATION
PURSUANT TO SECTION 80 OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT
ACT 1979 (AS AMENDED)
THAT the North Sydney Independent Planning Panel, under the delegation of the A/General
Manager as the consent authority, grant consent to Development Application No. 205/16 for the
demolition of the existing building and the construction of a residential flat building containing
five apartments with basement parking and associated landscaping on land at No.26 Waruda
Street, Kirribilli, subject to the following site specific conditions and the attached standard
conditions:Colours, Finishes and Materials (Conservation Area)
C8.

The finishes, materials and exterior colours shall be complimentary to the architectural
style of the original building and sympathetic to the character of the Conservation Area.
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The grey colour to the external walls must be a light to mid grey tone that reflects the
colours of significant buildings in the vicinity of the subject site. The chosen colour must
have the written approval of a qualified Heritage Consultant in writing and forwarded to
the Private Certifying Authority with the Construction Certificate documentation.
A schedule of finishes, materials and external colours shall be submitted to the Certifying
Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate. The Certifying
Authority must ensure that the building plans and specifications submitted fully satisfy
the requirements of this condition prior to the release of the Construction Certificate.
(Reason:

To ensure the use of colours consistent with the character of the
conservation area)

Privacy
C27

The following privacy devices are to be provided:
a)
b)
c)

The south-east facing bathroom and en-suite windows (W06 and W07) for
Units 101, Unit 201 and Unit 301 must be fitted with obscure glass.
The north-west facing kitchen window (W07) for Unit 401 must be fitted with
vertical metal louvres similar to the levels below.
The vertical metal louvres attached to the nominated windows must be fixed at
a 45 degree angle.

Plans and specifications complying with this condition must be submitted to the
Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate. The
Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans and specifications submitted,
referenced on and accompanying the issued Construction Certificate, fully satisfy the
requirements of this condition.
(Reason:

To ensure an adequate level of privacy is provided to adjoining
property located at No’s 24 and 28 Waruda Street, Kirribilli

Chair lift
G1.

A chair lift for disabled visitors/residents must be installed on the staircase at the Waruda
Street frontage of the site and certified by an appropriately qualified person as compliant
with AS1735.12, prior to the issue of any Occupation Certificate.
(Reason:

To ensure compliance with the relevant disabled access requirements)

Luke Donovan
SENIOR ASSESSMENT OFFICER

Robyn Pearson
TEAM LEADER (ASSESSMENTS)
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NORTH SYDNEY COUNCIL
CONDITIONS OF DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL
26 WARUDA STREET, KIRRIBILLI
DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION NO. 205/16

A.

Conditions that Identify Approved Plans

Development in Accordance with Plans/documentation
A1.

The development must be carried out in accordance with the following drawings and
documentation and endorsed with Council’s approval stamp, except where amended
by the following conditions of this consent.
Plan No.

Issue

Title

Drawn by

Received

DA-010

C

Squillace

11/08/16

DA-099
DA-100
DA-101
DA-102
DA-103
DA-104
DA-105
DA-200
DA-201
DA-202
DA-300
DA-301
LPDA 16
– 454/1 –
454/3

D
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Site plan and site analysis
plan
Basement
Ground floor
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Roof
Short Elevations
North West Elevation
South East Elevation
Sections 1
Sections 2
Landscape Plan, Details
and Specifications

(Reason:

Squillace
Squillace
Squillace
Squillace
Squillace
Squillace
Squillace
Squillace
Squillace
Squillace
Squillace
Squillace
Conzept
Architects

25/08/16
26/05/16
26/05/16
26/05/16
26/05/16
26/05/16
26/05/16
26/05/16
26/05/16
26/05/16
26/05/16
26/05/16
Landscape 30/05/16,
31/05/16

To ensure that the form of the development undertaken is in
accordance with the determination of Council, Public Information)

Plans on Site
A2.

A copy of all stamped approved plans, specifications and documents (including the
plans, specifications and documents submitted and approved with the Construction
Certificate) must be kept on site at all times so as to be readily available for perusal
by any officer of Council or the Principal Certifying Authority.
All documents kept on site in accordance with this condition must be provided to any
officer of the Council or the certifying authority upon their request.
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To ensure that the form of the development undertaken is in
accordance with the determination of Council, Public Information and
to ensure ongoing compliance)

External Finishes & Materials
A3.

External finishes and materials must be in accordance with the submitted schedule
indicated on Drawing Number DA-200 Issue C dated 11/08/16 prepared by Squillace
except as modified by Condition C8 of this consent.
(Reason:

To ensure that the form of the development undertaken is in
accordance with the determination of Council, Public Information)

Construction Management Program – Local Traffic Committee Approval
B1.

A Construction Management Program prepared by a suitably qualified and
experienced traffic consultant must be submitted and approved in writing by North
Sydney Traffic Committee PRIOR TO THE ISSUE OF ANY Construction
Certificate. Any use of Council property will require appropriate approvals prior to
any work commencing. At a minimum, the Construction Management Program must
specifically address the following matters:
a)

A plan view (min 1:100 scale) of the entire site and frontage roadways
indicating:
i. Dedicated temporary construction site driveway entrances and exits,
controlled by a certified traffic controller, to safely manage pedestrians
and construction related vehicles in the frontage roadways and footways;
ii. The proposed signage for pedestrian management to comply with the
relevant Australian Standards, including pram ramps;
iii. Turning areas within the site for construction and spoil removal vehicles,
allowing a forward egress for all construction vehicles on the site;
iv. The locations of any proposed Work Zones in the frontage roadways (to
be approved by Council’s Traffic Committee);
v. Locations of hoardings proposed;
vi. Location of any proposed crane standing areas;
vii. A dedicated unloading and loading point within the site for all
construction vehicles, plant and deliveries;
viii. Material, plant and spoil bin storage areas within the site, where all
materials are to be dropped off and collected; and
ix. The provision of an on-site parking area for employees, tradesperson and
construction vehicles as far as possible.

b)

A detailed heavy vehicle access route map through the Council area to Arterial
Roads. Provision is to be made to ensure through traffic is maintained at all
times.
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c)

The proposed phases of works on the site, and the expected duration of each
phase.

d)

How access to neighbouring properties will be maintained at all times and the
proposed manner in which adjoining property owners will be kept advised of
the timeframes for completion of each phase of process.

e)

The road is not to be used as a waiting area for trucks delivering to or awaiting
pick up of materials.

f)

The proposed method of support to any excavation adjacent to adjoining
properties, or the road reserve. The proposed method of support is to be
designed and certified by an appropriately qualified and practising structural
engineer and must not involve any permanent or temporary encroachment
onto Councils property.

g)

Proposed protection for Council and adjoining properties. Details are to
include site fencing and the provision of “B” class hoardings over footpaths
and laneways.

h)

A Waste Management Plan. The Waste Management Plan must include, but
not be limited to, the estimated volume of waste and method of disposal for
the construction and operation phases of the development, design of on-site
waste storage and recycling area and administrative arrangements for waste
and recycling management during the construction process.

All traffic control work and excavation, demolition and construction activities must
be undertaken in accordance with the approved Construction Management Program
and any conditions attached to the approved Program. A certificate of compliance
with this condition must be obtained from Council’s development engineers. The
certificate and the approved Construction Management Program must be submitted as
part of the documentation lodged with the application for approval of a construction
certificate. A copy of the approved Construction Management Program and any
conditions imposed on that Program, must be kept on the site at all times and made
available to any officer of Council upon request.
Notes:
1)
North Sydney Council’s adopted fee for certification of compliance with this
condition shall be payable on lodgement, or in any event, prior to the issue of
the relevant approval.
2)
Any use of Council property will require appropriate approvals and
demonstration of liability insurances prior to such work commencing.
3)
Failure to provide complete and detailed information may result in delays. It is
recommended that your Construction Management Plan be lodged with Council
as early as possible, as a minimum six (6) weeks notice is required to refer
items to the Traffic Committee.
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Dependent on the circumstances of the site, Council may request additional
information to that detailed above.

(Reason:

C.
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To ensure appropriate measures have been considered for site access,
storage and the operation of the site during all phases of the demolition
process in a manner that respects adjoining owner’s property rights and
residential amenity in the locality, without unreasonable inconvenience
to the community)

Prior to the Issue of a Construction Certificate (and ongoing, where indicated).

Dilapidation Report Damage to Public Infrastructure
C1.

A dilapidation survey and report (including photographic record) must be prepared by
a suitably qualified consultant which details the pre-developed condition of the
existing public infrastructure in the vicinity of the development site. Particular
attention must be paid to accurately recording any pre-developed damaged areas so
that Council is fully informed when assessing any damage to public infrastructure
caused as a result of the development. A copy of the dilapidation survey and report is
to be submitted to the Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any
Construction Certificate.
The developer may be held liable for all damage to public infrastructure in the
vicinity of the site, where such damage is not accurately recorded and demonstrated
as pre-existing under the requirements of this condition.
The developer shall bear the cost of carrying out works to restore all public
infrastructure damaged as a result of the carrying out of the development, and no
occupation of the development shall occur until damage caused as a result of the
carrying out of the development is rectified.
A copy of the dilapidation survey and report must be lodged with North Sydney
Council by the Certifying Authority with submission of the Construction Certificate
documentation.
(Reason:

To record the condition of public infrastructure prior to the
commencement of construction)

Dilapidation Report Private Property (Excavation)
C2.

A full dilapidation survey and report on the visible and structural condition of all
neighbouring structures within the ‘zone of influence’ of the required excavations
must be submitted to the Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any
Construction Certificate. The zone of influence is to be defined as the horizontal
distance from the edge of the excavation face to twice the excavation depth.
The dilapidation report and survey is to be prepared by a consulting
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structural/geotechnical engineer agreed to by both the applicant and the owner of any
affected adjoining property.
All costs incurred in achieving compliance with this condition shall be borne by the
person entitled to act on this Consent.
In the event that access for undertaking the dilapidation survey is denied by an
adjoining owner, the applicant MUST DEMONSTRATE, in writing, to the
satisfaction of Council that all reasonable steps have been taken to obtain access and
advise the affected property owner of the reason for the survey and that these steps
have failed. Written concurrence must be obtained from Council in such
circumstances.
Note: This documentation is for record keeping purposes only, and may be used by
the developer or affected property owner to assist in any action required to
resolve any dispute over damage to adjoining properties arising from the
works. It is in the applicant’s and adjoining owner’s interest for it to be as full
and detailed as possible.
(Reason:

To record the condition of property/ies prior to the commencement of
construction)

Dilapidation Survey Private Property (Neighbouring Buildings)
C3.

A photographic survey and dilapidation report of adjoining properties No’s 20-22, 24,
28 Waruda Street and No. 105 Kirribilli Avenue, Kirribilli detailing the physical
condition of those properties, both internally and externally, including, but not limited
to, such items as walls, ceilings, roof, structural members and other similar items,
SHALL BE submitted to the Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of
any Construction Certificate. The survey and report is to be prepared by an
appropriately qualified person agreed to by both the applicant and the owner of the
adjoining property. A copy of the report is to be provided to Council, if Council is not
the Certifying Authority, prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
All costs incurred in achieving compliance with this condition shall be borne by the
person entitled to act on this Consent.
In the event that access for undertaking the photographic survey and dilapidation
report is denied by an adjoining owner, the applicant MUST DEMONSTRATE, in
writing, to the satisfaction of Council that all reasonable steps have been taken to
obtain access and advise the affected property owner of the reason for the survey and
that these steps have failed. Written concurrence must be obtained from Council in
such circumstances.

Note: This documentation is for record keeping purposes only, and may be used by
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an applicant or affected property owner to assist in any action required to
resolve any dispute over damage to adjoining properties arising from the
works. It is in the applicant’s and adjoining owner’s interest for it to be as full
and detailed as possible.
(Reason:

Proper management of records)

Structural Adequacy of Adjoining Properties – Excavation Works
C4.

A report prepared by an appropriately qualified and practising structural engineer
detailing the structural adequacy of adjoining properties No’s. No’s 20-22, 24, 28
Waruda Street and No. 105 Kirribilli Avenue, Kirribilli, which certifies their ability to
withstand the proposed excavation and outlines any measures required to be
implemented to ensure that no damage will occur to adjoining properties during the
course of the works, must be submitted to the Certifying Authority for approval prior
to the issue of any Construction Certificate. The measures outlined in the certified
report must be complied with at all times.
(Reason:

To ensure the protection and structural integrity of adjoining properties
in close proximity during excavation works)

Geotechnical Report
C5.

Prior to issue of any Construction Certificate, the recommendations of the Asset
Geotechnical report dated 5 May 2016 must be adopted in addition to the following:
a)

the type and extent of substrata formations by the provision of a minimum of
four (4) representative bore hole logs which are to provide a full description of
all material from ground surface to 1.0m below the finished basement floor
level and include the location and description of any anomalies encountered in
the profile. The surface and depth of the bore hole logs must be related to
Australian Height Datum;

b)

the appropriate means of excavation/shoring in light of point (a) above and
proximity to adjacent property and structures. Potential vibration caused by
method of excavation and potential settlements affecting nearby
footings/foundations must be discussed and mechanisms to ameliorate any
such impacts recommended;

c)

the proposed method to temporarily and permanently support the excavation
for the basement adjacent to adjoining property, structures and road reserve if
nearby (full support must be provided within the subject site);

d)

the existing groundwater levels in relation to the basement structure, where
influenced;
the drawdown effects on adjacent properties (including road reserve), if any,

e)
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the basement excavation will have on groundwater together with the
appropriate construction methods to be utilized in controlling groundwater.
Where it is considered there is the potential for the development to create a
“dam” for natural groundwater flows, a groundwater drainage system must be
designed to transfer groundwater through or under the proposed development
without a change in the range of the natural groundwater level fluctuations.
Where an impediment to the natural flow path is constructed, artificial drains
such as perimeter drains and through drainage may be utilized; and
f)

Recommendations to allow the satisfactory implementation of the works. An
implementation program is to be prepared along with a suitable monitoring
program including control levels for vibration, shoring support, ground level
and groundwater level movements during construction. The implementation
program is to nominate suitable hold points at the various stages of the works
for verification of the design intent before sign-off and before proceeding with
subsequent stages.

The geotechnical report must be prepared by an appropriately qualified consulting
geotechnical/ hydro geological engineer with previous experience in such
investigations and reporting.
It is the responsibility of the consulting geotechnical/ hydrological specialist to
undertake the appropriate investigations, reporting and specialist recommendations to
ensure a reasonable level of protection to adjacent property and structures both during
and after construction.
The report must contain site-specific geotechnical
recommendations and shall specify the necessary hold/inspection points by relevant
professionals as appropriate.
The design principles for the geotechnical report are as follows:
a)

no ground settlement or movement is to be induced which is sufficient enough
to cause an adverse impact to adjoining property and/or infrastructure;

b)

no changes to the ground water level are to occur as a result of the
development that are sufficient enough to cause an adverse impact to the
surrounding property and infrastructure;

c)

no changes to the ground water level are to occur during the construction of
the development that are sufficient enough to cause an adverse impact to the
surrounding property and infrastructure;

d)

vibration is to be minimized or eliminated to ensure no adverse impact on the
surrounding property and infrastructure occurs, as a result of the construction
of the development;

e)

appropriate support and retention systems are to be recommended and suitable
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designs prepared to allow the proposed development to comply with these
Design Principles; and
f)

An adverse impact can be assumed to be crack damage as identified within the
relevant Australian Standard for determining such damage.

The report, satisfying the requirements of this condition, must be submitted to the
Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
The professional recommendations, implementation program, monitoring program,
mitigation measures and the like contained in the report must be implemented in full
during the relevant stages of excavation and construction.
(Reason:

To ensure the structural integrity of the subject site and adjoining sites
during the excavation process)

Sediment Control
C6.

Where construction or excavation activity requires the disturbance of the soil surface
or existing vegetation, erosion and sediment control techniques, as a minimum, are to
be in accordance with the publication Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils &
Construction (4th edition, Landcom, 2004) commonly referred to as the “Blue Book”
or a suitable and effective alternative method.
A Sediment Control Plan must be prepared and submitted to the Certifying Authority
for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate and prior to any works
commencing. The Sediment Control Plan must be consistent with the Blue Book and
disclose:
a)

All details of drainage to protect and drain the site during the construction
processes;

b)

All sediment control devices, barriers and the like;

c)

Sedimentation tanks, ponds or the like;

d)

Covering materials and methods; and

e)

A schedule and programme of the sequence of the sediment and erosion
control works or devices to be installed and maintained.

f)

Methods for the temporary and controlled disposal of stormwater during
construction.

All works must be undertaken in accordance with the approved Sediment Control
plan.
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The Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans and specifications
submitted, referenced on and accompanying the issued Construction Certificate, fully
satisfy the requirements of this condition.
(Reason:

To protect the environment from the effects of sedimentation and
erosion from development sites)

Waste Management Plan
C7.

A Waste Management Plan is to be submitted for approval by the Certifying
Authority prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate. The plan must include,
but not be limited to:
a)
b)
c)

The estimated volume of waste and method of disposal for the construction
and operation phases of the development;
The design of the on-site waste storage and recycling area; and
Administrative arrangements for waste and recycling management during the
construction process.

The approved Waste Management Plan must be complied with at all times in the
carrying out of the development.
(Reason:

To encourage the minimisation of waste and recycling of building
waste)

Colours, Finishes and Materials (Conservation Areas)
C8.

The finishes, materials and exterior colours shall be complimentary to the
architectural style of the original building and sympathetic to the character of the
Conservation Area.
The grey colour to the external walls must be a light to mid grey tone that reflects the
colours of significant buildings in the vicinity of the subject site. The chosen colour
must have the written approval of a qualified Heritage Consultant and forwarded to
the Private Certifying Authority with the Construction Certificate documentation.
A schedule of finishes, materials and external colours shall be submitted to the
Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
The Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans and specifications
submitted fully satisfy the requirements of this condition prior to the release of the
Construction Certificate.
(Reason:
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Skylight(s)
C9.

Skylight flashing(s) and frame(s) to be coloured to match the roof material.
Skylight(s) to sit no higher than 100mm above roof plane when in a closed position.
Plans and specifications which comply with this condition must be submitted to the
Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
The Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans and specifications
submitted fully satisfy the requirements of this condition.
(Reason:

To minimise the visual impact of the skylight(s) on the roof plane)

No External Service Ducts
C10.

Service ducts must be provided within the building to keep external walls free of
plumbing, drainage or any other utility installations. Plans and specifications which
comply with this condition must be submitted to the Certifying Authority for approval
prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate. The Certifying Authority must
ensure that the building plans and specifications submitted, referenced on and
accompanying the issued Construction Certificate, fully satisfy the requirements of
this condition.
(Reason:

To ensure quality built form of the development)

Work Zone
C11.

If a Work Zone is proposed, an application must be made to the North Sydney Local
Traffic Committee to install the ‘Work Zone’. A Work Zone permit is required to be
issued by the Council prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
Work Zones are provided specifically for the set down and pick up of materials and
not for the parking of private vehicles associated with the site. Works Zones will
generally not be approved where there is sufficient space on-site for the setting down
and picking up of goods being taken to or from a construction site. If the Works Zone
is approved by the Committee, the Applicant must obtain a written copy of the related
resolution from the North Sydney Local Traffic Committee and submit a copy of this
to the Certifying Authority to enable issue of the Construction Certificate.
Where approval of the ‘Work Zone’ is given by the Committee, the requirements of
the Committee, including installation of the necessary ‘Work Zone’ signage and
payment of any fees, must occur prior to commencement of any works on the site.
Further, at the expiration of the Work Zone approval, the developer is required to
remove the Work Zone signs and reinstate any previous signs, all at the developer's
cost. The requirements imposed by the Committee on the Work Zone permit (or
permits) must be complied with at all times.
(Reason:
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Bicycle Storage and Parking
C12.

The five (5) storage areas within the basement must each be capable of
accommodating a bicycle. A visitor parking bicycle rail shall also be provided on the
ground floor level below the main central staircase. The bicycle storage areas and
bicycle rail shall be designed in accordance with the applicable Australian Standards.
Plans and specifications which comply with this condition must be submitted to the
Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
The Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans and specifications,
referenced on and accompanying the issued Construction Certificate, fully satisfy the
requirements of this condition.
(Reason:

To promote and provide facilities for alternative forms of transport)

Basement Car park to comply with relevant standards
C13.

The basement layout must comply with all requirements of Australian Standard
AS2890.1. Certification from a suitably qualified and practicing Civil Engineer that
the basement design will comply with the requirements of the Australian Standard
must be provided to the Certifying Authority for approval prior to issue of any
Construction Certificate.
(Reason:

To ensure the basement layout complies with relevant standards)

Obtain Driveway Crossing and associated works permit
C14.

Prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate, North Sydney Council must issue
the applicant with a driveway crossing and road infrastructure works permit to suit
the approved off-street parking facilities. To obtain the permit, an application must be
made to Council on a ‘Vehicular Access Application’ form with payment of the
adopted assessment/inspection fees. Council will require civil design construction
drawings and certification from the applicant’s Civil Engineer to verify design details
and enable permit issue. The responsibility for accuracy of the design fully rests with
the designing engineer. All responsibility on implementation and supervision of
works specified on design plans fully rests on designing engineer or whoever is
chosen to be applicant’s engineering representative. The civil design drawings shall
detail the following infrastructure construction requirements of Council in
relation to the consent:
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
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The proposed vehicular access ways must comply with AS 2890.1 and
Council’s current Vehicular Access Application Guidelines and Specification
(gutter bridges not permitted) to ensure that a B85 vehicle will not
scrape/strike the surface of the carriageway, layback, vehicular crossing or
parking floor.
The width of the vehicular layback must be 4.0m (including the wings).
The vehicular laybacks must be set square to the kerb.
The gutter invert levels and road shoulder levels on Waruda Street must stay
unchanged.
The boundary footpath levels may be slightly altered (reduced) to suit for the
vehicular crossing levels as agreed by Council.
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The crossing (between the layback and the property boundary) must be
perpendicular on a single straight grade, falling to the back of the layback. It
must be taken into account that the change in cross fall grade between
driveway access and first two meters of internal ramp is no more than 12.5%.
Alignment levels at the boundary have an important impact on the proposed
levels for new driveway. The works must not start until confirmation of
boundary alignment levels from Council. Council has the authority to remove
any unauthorized works at the cost of the property owner.
The Certifying Authority must ensure that the internal property levels at
boundary matches council’s confirmed boundary levels.
The kerb gutter, and 600 mm road shoulder wide- strip, adjacent to all new
layback and gutter works, on Waruda Street must be reconstructed, to ensure
uniformity in the road reserve.
The full property frontage footpath on Waruda Street must be reconstructed
and is to be transitioned at least 1.5m on left hand side and 2.0m on the right
hand side of the crossing (facing the property) to ensure uniformity on the
footpath.
Any twisting of driveway access to ensure vehicles do not scrape must occur
wholly within the subject property.
All inspection openings, utility services must be adjusted to match the
proposed driveway levels and location.
The design detail has to be provided with vehicular access application and
must include sections along centre-line and extremities of the crossing at a
scale of 1:25. Sections are to be taken from the centre of the roadway through
to the parking area itself and shall include all changes of grade and levels,
both existing and proposed.
A longitudinal section along the footpath property boundary at a scale of 1:50
is required extending 5 meters past property side lines showing transitions and
shall include all changes of grade and levels, both existing and proposed.
The sections must show the calculated clearance to the underside of any
overhead structure.
All details of internal mechanical car park facilities.
A swept path analysis is required demonstrating that an 85th percentile vehicle
can maneuver in and out of the garage spaces in accordance with AS 2890.1
2004 "Off Street Parking".
Pipelines within the footpath area must be hot dipped galvanized rectangular
steel hollow section with a minimum wall thickness of 4.0 millimeters and a
section height of 100 millimeters.
Any footpath panel on Waruda Street that is disturbed for the purpose of
stormwater connection must be reconstructed as a whole panel.

All driveway and infrastructure works on the road reserve must proceed in accordance
with the terms of the permit issued by Council. Inspections by Council will be required
as specified on the permit. The Certifying Authority issuing the Construction Certificate
must ensure that the permit issued by Council is obtained prior to its issue, is referenced
on and accompanies the Construction Certificate issued.
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(Reason: To facilitate appropriate vehicular access to private sites, without disruption to
pedestrian and vehicular traffic)
Stormwater Management and Disposal Design Plan – Construction Issue Detail
C15.

Prior to issue of the Construction Certificate, the applicant shall have a site drainage
management plan prepared by a qualified drainage design engineer. The site drainage
management plan must detail the following requirements of North Sydney Council:
a)

b)

c)
d)

e)
f)

g)

h)

i)
j)

Compliance with BCA drainage requirements, Councils Engineering
Performance guide and current Australian Standards and guidelines, such as
AS/NZ3500.3.2 1998, National Plumbing and Drainage Code.
Stormwater runoff and subsoil drainage generated by the approved dwellings
must be conveyed in a controlled manner by gravity to Council’s kerb in
Waruda Street.
All redundant stormwater pipelines within the footpath area shall be removed
and the footpath and kerb reinstated.
Pipelines within the footpath area shall be hot dipped galvanized steel
rectangular hollow section with a minimum wall thickness of 4.0 millimeters
and a section height of 100 millimeters.
Any footpath panel on Waruda Street disturbed for the purpose of stormwater
connection shall be reconstructed as whole panel.
Provision is to be made for the collection and disposal in an approved manner of
any overland flow entering the subject property, or concentrated as a result of
the proposed works.
All sub-soil seepage drainage shall be discharged via a suitable silt arrester pit
which must be located within the property (not on Council’s land). Details of all
plans certified as being adequate for their intended purpose and complaint with
the provisions of AS3500.3.2 by an appropriately qualified and practising civil
engineer, shall be submitted with the application for a Construction Certificate.
The design and installation of the Rainwater Tanks shall comply with Basix and
Sydney Water requirements. Overflow from tank shall be connected by gravity
to the stormwater disposal system.
Prevent any stormwater egress into adjacent properties by creating physical
barriers and surface drainage interception.
Provide subsoil drainage to all necessary areas with pump out facilities as
required.

Details demonstrating compliance are to be submitted with the Construction
Certificate.
The Certifying Authority issuing the Construction Certificate must ensure that the
approved drainage plan and specifications, satisfying the requirements of this
condition, is referenced on and accompanies the Construction Certificate.
(Reason:
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Pump-Out System Design for Stormwater Disposal
C16.

The design of the pump-out system for stormwater disposal will be permitted for
drainage of basement areas only, and must be designed in accordance with the
following criteria: a)

The pump system shall consist of two pumps, connected in parallel, with each
pump being capable of emptying the holding tank at the rate equal to the rate
of inflow for the one-hour duration storm. The holding tank shall be capable
of holding one hour’s runoff from a one-hour duration storm of the 1 in 20
year storm;

b)

The pump system shall be regularly maintained and serviced, every six (6)
months; and

c)

Any drainage disposal to the street gutter from a pump system, must have a
stilling sump provided at the property line, connected to the street gutter by a
suitable gravity line.

Engineering details demonstrating compliance with these criteria, and certified by an
appropriately qualified and practising civil engineer shall be provided to the
Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
(Reason:

To ensure adequate provision is made for the discharge of sub-surface
stormwater from the excavated parts of the site)

Bond for Damage and Completion of Infrastructure Works – Stormwater, Kerb and
Gutter, Footpaths, Vehicular Crossing and Road Pavement
C17.

Prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate, security deposit or bank guarantee
must be provided to Council to the sum of $8,500.00 to be held by Council for the
payment of cost for any/all of the following:
a)
b)

c)

making good any damage caused to any property of the Council as a
consequence of the doing of anything to which this consent relates,
completing any public work (such as road work, kerbing and guttering,
footway construction, stormwater drainage and environmental controls)
required in connection with this consent
remedying any defects in any such public work that arise within 6 months
after the work is completed.

The security required by this condition and in the schedule contained later in these
conditions must be provided by way of a deposit with the Council; or other such
guarantee that is satisfactory to Council (such as a bank guarantee). Any guarantee
provided as security must name North Sydney Council as the nominated beneficiary
and must not be subject to an expiry date.
The security will be refundable following the expiration of 6 months from the issue of
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any final Occupation Certificate or completion of public work required to be
completed (whichever is the latest) but only upon inspection and release by Council’s
Engineers.
Council shall have full authority to make use of the bond for such restoration works
as deemed necessary by Council in circumstances including the following: 

where the damage constitutes a hazard in which case Council may make use of
the security immediately;

the applicant has not repaired or commenced repairing damage within 48
hours of the issue by Council in writing of instructions to undertake such
repairs or works;

works in the public road associated with the development are to an
unacceptable quality; and

the Certifying Authority must ensure that security is provided to North Sydney
Council prior to issue of any Construction Certificate.
(Reason:
To ensure appropriate security for works on public land and an
appropriate quality for new public infrastructure)
Tree Protection Measures to be shown on Construction Drawings
C18.

The tree protection measures contained in the Arborists Arboricultural Impact
Statement prepared by Redgum, dated 19 May 2016, and received by Council on 8
June 2016, shall be shown clearly on the Construction Certificate drawings. Plans
and specifications showing the said tree protection measures must be submitted to the
Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
The Certifying Authority must ensure the construction plans and specifications
submitted, referenced on and accompanying the issued Construction Certificate, fully
satisfy the requirements of this condition.
(Reason:

To ensure that appropriate tree protection measures are shown on
construction drawings)

Approval for removal of Trees
C19.

The following tree is approved for removal in accordance with the development
consent:
Tree
Camphor
Laurel

Location
Height (m)
Growing along the western boundary of 9 metres
the property

Removal or pruning of any other tree on the site is not approved, excluding species
exempt under Council’s Tree Preservation Order.
Any tree shown as being retained on the approved plans (regardless of whether they
are listed in the above schedule or not) must be protected and retained in accordance
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with this condition.
(Reason:

Protection of existing environmental and community assets)

Garbage and Recycling Facilities
C20.

An appropriate area must be provided within the premises for the storage of garbage
bins and recycling containers and all waste and recyclable material generated by this
premises. The following requirements must be met:
a)

b)

all internal walls of the storage area must be rendered to a smooth surface,
coved at the floor/wall intersection, graded and appropriately drained with a
tap in close proximity to facilitate cleaning;
provision for the separation and storage in appropriate categories of material
suitable for recycling;

Plans and specifications which comply with this condition must be submitted to the
Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
The Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans and specifications
submitted, referenced on and accompanying the issued Construction Certificate, fully
satisfy the requirements of this condition.
Note: The applicant may wish to discuss bin storage requirements and location with
Council’s Environmental Services prior to finalisation of the required detail,
and a copy of Council’s Waste Handling Guide should be obtained for
reference purposes before the design is finalised.
(Reason:

To ensure the provision of appropriate waste facilities for residents and
protect community health, and to ensure efficient collection of waste
by collection contractors)

Asbestos Material Survey
C21.

A report must be prepared by a suitably qualified person in relation to the existing
building fabric to be demolished and/or disturbed identifying the presence or
otherwise of asbestos contamination and, if asbestos contamination is present, making
recommendations as to the work required to safely address the contamination.
Any demolition works or other works identified in the report as having to be carried
out must be carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the report and the
following:
a)
b)
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during the removal of any asbestos a sign stating “DANGER ASBESTOS
REMOVAL IN PROGRESS” must be erected in a visible position at the
boundary of the site; and
Waste disposal receipts must be provided to the Certifying Authority as proof
of correct disposal of asbestos laden waste.

The report must be submitted to the Certifying Authority for approval prior to the
issue of any Construction Certificate. The Certifying Authority must ensure that the
report, and other plans, referenced on and accompanying the issued Construction
Certificate, fully satisfy the requirements of this condition.
(Reason:

To ensure the long term health of workers on site and occupants of the
building is not put at risk unnecessarily)

Location of Plant
C22.

All plant and equipment (including but not limited to air conditioning equipment) is
to be located within the basement of the building and is not to be located on balconies
or the roof. Plans and specifications complying with this condition must be submitted
to the Certifying Authority for Approval prior to the issue of any Construction
Certificate. The Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans and
specifications submitted, referenced on and accompanying the issued Construction
Certificate, fully satisfy the requirements of this condition.
(Reason:

Minimise impact on surrounding properties, improved visual
appearance and amenity for locality)

Noise from Plant and Equipment
C23.

The use of all plant and equipment installed on the premises must not:
(a) Contribute an LAeq(15min) which will cause the total LAeq(15min) from all
plant and equipment operating contemporaneously on the site or in the strata
scheme or in the mixed strata schemes to exceed the RBL by more than 5dB when
measured at the boundary of any affected receiver . The modifying factor
adjustments in Section 4 of the EPA Industrial Noise Policy shall be applied.
(b) Cause “offensive noise” as defined in the Protection of the Environment
Operations Act 1997.
“affected receiver” includes residential premises (including any lot in the strata
scheme or another strata scheme), premises for short-term accommodation, schools,
hospitals, places of worship, commercial premises and parks and such other affected
receiver as may be notified by the Council in writing.
“boundary” includes any window or elevated window of an affected receiver.
Terms in this condition have the same meaning as in the Noise Guide for Local
Government and the Industrial Noise Policy published by the NSW Environment
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Protection Authority.
(Reason:

To maintain an appropriate level of amenity for adjoining land uses)

Construction Noise Management Plan
C24.

A Construction Noise Management Plan must be prepared by an appropriately
qualified acoustical consultant eligible for membership of the Association of
Australian Acoustic Consultants, and must include the following:
(a)

Identification of noise affected receivers near to the site.

(b)

A prediction as to the level of noise impact at noise affected receivers from the
use and proposed number of high noise intrusive appliances intended to be
operated onsite.

(c)

Details of work schedules for all construction phases;

(d)

A statement should also be submitted outlining whether or not predicted noise
levels will comply with the noise criteria stated within the Environment
Protection Authority’s Interim Construction Noise Guideline (“ICNG”).

(e)

Representative background noise levels should be submitted in accordance
with the ICNG.

(f)

Confirmation of the level of community consultation that is to be undertaken
by occupants at noise affected receivers likely to be most affected by site
works and the operation of plant/machinery particularly during the demolition
and excavation phases.

(g)

Confirmation of noise monitoring methodology that is to be undertaken during
the noise intensive stages of work including details of monitoring to be
undertaken at the boundary of any noise affected receiver.

(h)

What course of action will be undertaken following receipt of a complaint
concerning offensive noise.

(i)

Details of any noise mitigation measures that have been outlined by an
acoustic consultant or otherwise that will be deployed on site to reduce noise
impacts on the occupants at noise affected receivers.

(j)

Details of selection criteria for any plant or equipment that is to be used on
site, the level of sound mitigation measures to be undertaken in each case and
the criteria adopted in their selection taking into account the likely noise
impacts on occupants at noise affected receivers and other less intrusive
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technologies available; and
(k)

Details of site induction to be carried out for all employees and contractors
undertaking work at the site.

“affected receiver” includes residential premises (including any lot in the strata
scheme or another strata scheme), premises for short-term accommodation, schools,
hospitals, places of worship, commercial premises and parks and such other affected
receiver as may be notified by the Council in writing.
“boundary” includes any window or elevated window of an affected residence.
The Construction Noise Management Plan and must be submitted to the Principle
Certifying Authority and a copy provided to Council prior to the issue of the
Construction Certificate.
(Reason:

To ensure noise generating activities are appropriately managed and
nearby sensitive receivers protected)

Provision of Accessible Paths of Travel
C25.

The building must be designed and constructed to provide access and facilities in
accordance with the Building Code of Australia and Disability (Access to Premises –
Buildings) Standards 2010. Plans and specifications complying with this condition
must be submitted to the Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any
Construction Certificate. The Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans
and specifications submitted, referenced on and accompanying the issued
Construction Certificate, fully satisfy the requirements of this condition.
Notes:
1. If, in complying with this condition, amendments to the development are
required, the design changes must be submitted for the approval of Council prior
to a Construction Certificate being issued. Approval of a modification application
may be required.
2. It is not within Council’s power to set aside National legislation which requires
the upgrade of buildings to meet modern access standards. Such decisions remain
the jurisdiction of the Building Professionals Board Access Advisory Committee
who may grant an exemption in certain exceptional circumstances.
3. Information on making an application for an “unjustifiable hardship exemption”
under the accessibility standards can be found in the website of the NSW
Building Professional Boards at http://www.bpb.nsw.gov.au/page/premisesstandards
(Reason:

To ensure the provision of equitable and dignified access for all people
in accordance with disability discrimination legislation and relevant
Australian Standards)
Underground Electricity and Other Services
C26.

All overhead electricity and other lines (existing and proposed) must be
undergrounded from the proposed building on the site to the appropriate power
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pole(s) or other connection point, in accordance with the requirements of Energy
Australia. Plans and specifications complying with this condition must be submitted
to the Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction
Certificate. The Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans and
specifications submitted fully satisfy the requirements of this condition.
(Reason:

To provide infrastructure that facilitates the future improvement of the
streetscape by relocation of overhead lines below ground)

Privacy
C27.

The following privacy devices are to be provided:
a)

The south-east facing bathroom and en-suite windows (W06 and W07) for
Units 101, Unit 201 and Unit 301 must be fitted with obscure glass.
The north-west facing kitchen window (W07) for Unit 401 must be fitted with
vertical metal louvres similar to the levels below.
The vertical metal louvres attached to the nominated windows must be fixed at
a 45 degree angle.

b)
c)

Plans and specifications complying with this condition must be submitted to the
Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
The Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans and specifications
submitted, referenced on and accompanying the issued Construction Certificate, fully
satisfy the requirements of this condition.
(Reason:

To ensure an adequate level of privacy is provided to adjoining
property located at No’s 24 and 28 Waruda Street, Kirribilli

Section 94 Contributions
C28.

A monetary contribution pursuant to the provisions of Section 94 of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, in accordance with the North
Sydney Council Section 94 Contribution Plan for the public amenities/ services
detailed in column A below and, for the amount detailed in column B below, must be
paid to Council.
$300.83

Administration

$1,365.79

Community Centres
Childcare Facilities
Library and Local
Acquisitions

$521.08
Studies

Library Premises and Equipment
Multi Purpose Indoor Sports
Facility
Olympic Pool
Open Space Acquisitions
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$17,026.75

Public Domain Improvements

$673.08

Traffic Improvements

$826.18

Total
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$31,262.59

The contribution MUST BE paid prior issue of any Construction Certificate
The above amount, will be adjusted for inflation by reference to the Consumer Price
(All Ordinaries) Index applicable at the time of the payment of the contribution.
A copy of the North Sydney Section 94 Contribution Plan can be viewed at North
Sydney Council’s Customer Service Centre, 200 Miller Street, North Sydney or
downloaded via Council’s website at www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au
(Reason:

To retain a level of service for the existing population and to provide
the same level of service to the population resulting from new
development)

Security Deposit/ Guarantee Schedule
C29.

All fees and security deposits/ guarantees in accordance with the schedule below must
be provided to Council prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate:
Security deposit/ guarantee
Engineering Construction Bond
TOTAL BONDS
(Reason:

Amount ($)
$8,500.00
$8,500.00

Compliance with the development consent)

BASIX Certificate
C30.

Under clause 97A(3) of the Environmental Planning & Assessment Regulation 2000,
it is a condition of this development consent that all the commitments listed in BASIX
Certificate No. 727522M_02 for the development are fulfilled. Plans and
specifications complying with this condition must be submitted to the Certifying
Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate. The
Certifying Authority must ensure that the building plans and specifications submitted,
referenced on and accompanying the issued Construction Certificate, fully satisfy the
requirements of this condition.
(Reason:

To ensure the proposed development will meet the Government’s
requirements for sustainability and statutory requirements)
Amendments to the Landscape Plan
C31.

The landscape plan must be amended as follows to provide an appropriate landscaped
setting:
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An additional detail must be shown on the landscape plan indicating that the
planter bed depths for any trees, shrubs, hedges and accent plants have a
minumim depth of 600 m.m and planter bed depths for grasses and
groundcovers have a minimum depth of 400 m.m.

An amended landscape plan complying with this condition must be submitted to the
Certifying Authority for approval prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate.
The Certifying Authority must ensure that the amended landscape plan and other
plans and specifications submitted fully satisfy the requirements of this condition.
(Reason:
D.

To ensure residential amenity)

Prior to the Commencement of any Works (and continuing where indicated)

Photographic Survey
D1.

Prior to any works commencing a photographic survey recording, in accordance with
the NSW Heritage Office Guidelines "Photographic recording of Heritage Items using
file or digital capture", is to be prepared to the satisfaction of Council’s Historian and
Conservation Planner. Two (2) copies of the photographic survey must be provided
to Council.
(Reason:

To provide a historical record of heritage significant fabric on site for
archival purposes)

Public Liability Insurance – Works on Public Land
D2.

Any person or contractor undertaking works on public land must take out Public Risk
Insurance with a minimum cover of $20 million in relation to the occupation of public
land and the undertaking of approved works within Council’s road reserve or public
land, as approved by this consent. The Policy is to note, and provide protection/full
indemnification for North Sydney Council, as an interested party. A copy of the
Policy must be submitted to Council prior to commencement of any works. The
Policy must be valid for the entire period that the works are being undertaken.
(Note: Applications for hoarding permits, vehicular crossings etc will require
evidence of insurance upon lodgement of the application.)
(Reason:

To ensure the community is protected from the cost of any claim for
damages arising from works on public land)

Notification of New Addresses
D3.

Prior to the commencement of any building works, an application must be made and
written confirmation received from North Sydney Council of the allocated street
address (house number) and/ or unit numbers of the completed project.
To assist Council, a plan for unit numbering should be submitted for concurrence.
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These details will be recorded in Council records and must be displayed at the
property in accordance with the provisions of the applicable Australian Standard
relating to rural and urban addressing. A copy of the allocation confirmation must be
submitted to the Certifying Authority with the application for a Construction
Certificate.
(Reason:

To ensure that Council records are accurate, and that house numbering
complies with the requirements of Council’s House Numbering Policy.
Proper house numbering also assists emergency services in readily
locating properties)

Sydney Water Approvals
D4.

Prior to the commencement of any works, the approved plans must be submitted to
Sydney Water to determine whether the development application will affect Sydney
Water’s sewer and water mains, stormwater drains and/or easements, and if further
requirements need to be met. The Certifying Authority must ensure that Sydney
Water has appropriately stamped the plans before the commencement of building
works.
Notes:

Sydney Water Building Plan Approvals can be obtained from the Sydney
Water Tap in™ online service. Building plans must be submitted to the Tap
in™ to determine whether the development will affect any Sydney Water sewer
or water main, stormwater drains and/or easement, and if further
requirements need to be met. For further information visit
http://www.sydneywater.com.au/tapin/index.htm or call 13 000 TAP IN (1300
082 746) for further information.
(Reason:

To ensure compliance with Sydney Water requirements)

Commencement of Works Notice
D5.

Building work, demolition or excavation in accordance with this development consent
must not be commenced until the developer has given at least 2 days notice to North
Sydney Council of the person’s intention to commence building work, demolition or
excavation in accordance with this development consent.
(Reason:

E.

To ensure appropriate safeguarding measures are in place prior to the
commencement of any building work, demolition or excavation)

During Demolition and Building Work

Cigarette Butt Receptacle
E1.

A cigarette butt receptacle is to be provided on the site for the duration of
excavation/demolition/construction process, for convenient use of site workers.
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To ensure adequate provision is made for builders’ waste)

Parking Restrictions
E2.

Existing public parking provisions in the vicinity of the site must be maintained at all
times during works. The placement of any barriers, traffic cones, obstructions or other
device in the road shoulder or kerbside lane is prohibited without the prior written
consent of Council. Changes to existing public parking facilities/restrictions must be
approved by the North Sydney Local Traffic Committee. The Developer will be held
responsible for any breaches of this condition, and will incur any fines associated with
enforcement by Council regulatory officers.
(Reason:

To ensure that existing kerbside parking provisions are not
compromised during works)

Road Reserve Safety
E3.

All public footways and roadways fronting and adjacent to the site must be
maintained in a safe condition at all times during the course of the development
works, with no obstructions caused to the said footways and roadways. Construction
materials and plant must not be stored in the road reserve without approval of
Council.. A safe pedestrian circulation route and a pavement/route free of trip hazards
must be maintained at all times on or adjacent to any public access ways fronting the
construction site.
Where public infrastructure is damaged, repair works must be carried out in when and
as directed by Council officers (at full Developer cost). Where pedestrian circulation
is diverted on to the roadway or verge areas, clear directional signage and protective
barricades must be installed in accordance with AS1742-3 (1996) “Traffic Control
Devices for Work on Roads”. If pedestrian circulation is not satisfactorily
maintained across the site frontage, and action is not taken promptly to rectify
the defects, Council may undertake proceedings to stop work.
(Reason:

Public Safety)

Service adjustments
E4.

Where required, the adjustment or inclusion of any new utility service facilities must
be carried out by the person acting on the consent and in accordance with the
requirements of the relevant utility authority. These works shall be at no cost to
Council. It is the Applicants full responsibility to make contact with the relevant
utility authorities to ascertain the impacts of the proposal upon utility services at the
appropriate stage of the development (including water, phone, gas and the like).
Council accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any matter arising from its approval
of this application involving any influence upon utility services provided by another
authority.
(Reason:
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Temporary Disposal of Stormwater Runoff
E5.

During construction, stormwater runoff must be disposed in a controlled manner that
is compatible with the erosion and sediment controls on the site. Immediately upon
completion of any impervious areas on the site (including roofs, driveways, paving)
and where the final drainage system is incomplete, the necessary temporary drainage
systems must be installed to reasonably manage and control runoff as far as the
approved point of stormwater discharge. Such ongoing measures must be to the
satisfaction of the Certifying Authority.
(Reason:

Stormwater control during construction)

Geotechnical Stability during Works
E6.

A contractor with specialist excavation experience must undertake the excavations for
the development and a suitably qualified and consulting geotechnical engineer must
oversee the excavation procedure.
Geotechnical aspects of the development work, namely appropriate excavation
method and vibration control, support and retention of excavated faces, and hydro
geological considerations must be undertaken in accordance with the
recommendations of the qualified geotechnical engineer and all subsequent
geotechnical inspections carried out during the excavation and construction phase.
Approval must be obtained from all affected property owners, including North
Sydney Council where rock anchors (both temporary and permanent) are proposed
below adjacent private or public property.
(Reason:

Ensure appropriate professional are engaged at appropriate stages
during construction)

Council Inspection of Public Infrastructure Works
E7.

During the works on public infrastructure reverting to Councils care and control,
Councils development engineer must undertake inspections of the works at the
following hold points: a)

Vehicular access; and associated road civil works.

All works must proceed in accordance with Roads Act 1993 approvals or other
permits relating to roads issued by Council. A minimum of 48 hours notice must be
given to Council to book an inspection. Work must not proceed until the works or
activity covered by the inspection is approved.
(Reason:
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Progress Survey
E8.

In order to ensure compliance with approved plans, a Survey Certificate, prepared to
Australian Height Datum, must be prepared by a Registered Surveyor showing the
following: a)

at the completion of excavation, prior to the placement of any footings,
showing the completed level of the excavation and its relationship to the
boundaries;

b)

prior to placement of concrete at the ground floor level, showing the level of
the form work and its relationship to boundaries including relevant footpath
and roadway levels;
prior to roofing, or completion of the highest point of the building showing the
anticipated level of the completed work and it relationship to the boundary;
and

c)

d)

at completion, works showing the relationship of the building to the boundary
and showing the maximum height of the overall works and the height of the
principal roof elements.

Progress certifications in response to points (a) through to (d) must be provided to the
Certifying Authority for approval at the time of carrying out relevant progress
inspections. In the event that such survey information is not provided or reveals
discrepancies between the approved plans and the proposed works, all works, save for
works necessary to bring the development into compliance with the approved plans,
must cease. Works may only continue upon notification by the Certifying Authority to
the Applicant that survey information (included updated survey information following
the carrying out of works to comply with the approved plans) complies with this
condition.
(Reason:

To ensure compliance with approved plans)

Dust Emission and Air Quality
E9.

The following must be complied with at all times:
(a)

Materials must not be burnt on the site.

(b)

Vehicles entering and leaving the site with soil or fill material must be
covered.
Dust suppression measures must be carried out to minimise wind-borne
emissions in accordance with the NSW Department of Housing’s 1998
guidelines - Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and Construction.

(c)

(d)
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To ensure residential amenity is maintained in the immediate vicinity)

Noise and Vibration
E10.

The works must be undertaken in accordance with the “Interim Construction Noise
Guideline” published by the NSW Environment Protection Authority, to ensure
excessive levels of noise and vibration do not occur so as to minimise adverse effects
experienced on any adjoining land.
(Reason:

To ensure residential amenity is maintained in the immediate vicinity)

Developer's Cost of Work on Council Property
E11.

The developer must bear the cost of all works associated with the development that
occurs on Council’s property, including the restoration of damaged areas.
(Reason:

To ensure the proper management of public land and funds)

Protection of Trees
E12.

All trees shown as retained and protected on the adjoining properties, as part of this
consent must be protected from any damage during construction works in accordance
with AS4970-2009. All recommendations contained within the Arboricultural Impact
Statement report prepared by Redgum dated 19 May 2016 and received by Council 8
June 2016 must be implemented for the duration of the works. Any protected trees
referred to in this consent on adjoining properties that are removed by or on behalf of
the owners of those trees will not be required to be protected.
Note: Trees covered by Council’s Tree and Vegetation Management Order will
require permission from Council.
(Reason:

Protection of existing environmental infrastructure and community
assets)

Special Permits
E13.

Unless otherwise specifically approved in writing by Council, all works, processes,
storage of materials, loading and unloading associated with the development must
occur entirely on the property.
The developer, owner or builder may apply for specific permits available from
Council’s Customer Service Centre for the undermentioned activities on Council’s
property. In the event that a permit is granted by Council for the carrying out of
works, processes, storage of materials, loading and unloading associated with the
development on Council's property, the development must be carried out in
accordance with the requirements of the permit. A minimum of forty-eight (48) hours
notice is required for any permit: -
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On-street mobile plant
Eg. cranes, concrete pumps, cherry-pickers, etc. - restrictions apply to the
hours of operation, the area of operation, etc. Separate permits are required
for each occasion and each piece of equipment. It is the developer's, owner’s
and builder’s responsibilities to take whatever steps are necessary to ensure
that the use of any equipment does not violate adjoining property owner’s
rights.
(Reason:

2)

Proper management of public land)

Hoardings
Permits are required to erect Class A and Class B hoardings. If an ‘A’ Class
hoarding is to alienate a section of Council’s property, that section will require
a permit for the occupation of Council’s property.
(Reason:

3)

Proper management of public land)

Storage of building materials and building waste containers (skips) on
Council’s property
Permits to utilise Council property for the storage of building materials and
building waste containers (skips) are required for each location. Failure to
obtain the relevant permits will result in the building materials or building
waste containers (skips) being impounded by Council with no additional
notice being given. Storage of building materials and waste containers on open
space reserves and parks is prohibited.
(Reason:

4)

Proper management of public land)

Kerbside restrictions, construction zones
Attention is drawn to the existing kerbside restrictions adjacent to the
development. Should alteration of existing kerbside restrictions be required,
or the provision of a construction zone, the appropriate application must be
made and the fee paid to Council. Alternatives to such restrictions may
require referral to Council’s Traffic Committee and may take considerable
time to be resolved. An earlier application is suggested to avoid delays in
construction programs.

(Reason:
Construction Hours
E14.

Proper management of public land)

Building construction and works must be restricted to within the hours of 7.00 am to
5.00 pm Monday to Friday and on Saturday to within the hours of 8.00 am to 1.00 pm
inclusive, with no work on Sundays and Public Holidays.
Demolition and excavation works must be restricted to within the hours of 8.00 am to
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5.00 pm Monday to Friday only. For the purposes of this condition:
a)

b)

c)

“Building construction” means any physical activity on the site involved in the
erection of a structure, cladding, external finish, formwork, fixture, fitting of
service installation and the unloading of plant, machinery, materials or the
like.
“Demolition works” means any physical activity to tear down or break up a
structure (or part thereof) or surface, or the like, and includes the loading of
demolition waste and the unloading of plant or machinery.
“Excavation work” means the use of any excavation machinery and the use of
jackhammers, rock breakers, excavators, loaders, or the like, regardless of
whether the activities disturb or alter the natural state of the existing ground
stratum or are breaking up/removing materials from the site and includes the
unloading of plant or machinery associated with excavation work.

All builders, excavators must display, on-site, their twenty-four (24) hour contact
telephone number, which is to be clearly visible and legible from any public place
adjoining the site.
(Reason:

To ensure that works do not interfere with reasonable amenity
expectations of residents and the community)

Out of Hours Work Permits
E15.

Where it is necessary for works to occur outside those hours allowed by these
conditions, an application may be made to Council's Customer Services Centre for a
permit to carry out works outside of the approved hours. If a permit is issued the
works approved must be carried out in accordance with any requirements specified in
the permit. Permits will only be approved if public safety is at risk. Applications
which seek a variation to construction hours solely to benefit the developer will
require the lodgement and favourable determination of a modification application
pursuant to the provisions of Section 96 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979.
Notes:
1)
Failure to obtain a permit for work outside of the approved hours will result in
on the spot fines being issued, or Council pursuing any action required
(including legal proceedings) to have the out of hours work cease, without
prior warning.

2)

Applications for out of hour’s works should be lodged with Council no later
than seven (7) calendar days prior to the date of the intended works.

3)

Examples of activities for which permits may be granted include:
 the erection of awnings,
 footpath, road and other infrastructure works which can not be
carried out for public convenience reasons within normal hours,
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 the erection and removal of hoardings and site cranes, and
 craneage of materials which cannot be done for public
convenience reasons within normal working hours.
4)

5)

Examples of activities for which permits WILL NOT be granted include;
 extended concrete pours
 works which are solely to convenience the developer or client, and
 catch up works required to maintain or catch up with a
construction schedule.
Further information on permits can be obtained from the Council website at
www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au.

(Reason:

To ensure that works do not interfere with reasonable amenity
expectations of residents and the community)

Installation and Maintenance of Sediment Control
E16.

Erosion and sediment controls must be installed and maintained at all times in
accordance with the Sediment and erosion control plan submitted and approved with
the Construction Certificate.
Erosion and sediment measures must be maintained in accordance with the
publication Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils & Construction (4th edition,
Landcom, 2004), commonly referred to as the “Blue Book” and can only be removed
when development activities have been completed and the site fully stabilised.
(Reason:

To protect the environment from the effects of sedimentation and
erosion from development sites)

Sediment and Erosion Control Signage
E17.

A durable sign must be erected during building works in a prominent location on site,
warning of penalties should appropriate erosion and sedimentation control devices not
be maintained. A sign of the type referred to in this condition is available from
Council.
(Reason:

To protect the environment from the effects of sedimentation and
erosion from development sites)

Site Amenities and Facilities
E18.

Where work involved in the erection and demolition of a building is being carried out,
amenities which satisfy applicable occupational health and safety and construction
safety regulations, including any WorkCover Authority requirements, must be
provided and maintained at all times. The type of work place determines the type of
amenities required.
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from the

Internet

at

To ensure the health and safety of the community and workers on the
site)

Health and Safety
E19.

All work undertaken must satisfy applicable occupational health and safety and
construction safety regulations, including any WorkCover Authority requirements to
prepare a health and safety plan. Site fencing must be installed sufficient to exclude
the public from the site. Safety signs must be erected that warn the public to keep out
of the site, and provide a contact telephone number for enquiries.
Further information and details regarding occupational health and safety requirements
for
construction
sites
can
be
obtained
from
the
internet
at
www.workcover.nsw.gov.au
(Reason:

To ensure the health and safety of the community and workers on the
site)

Prohibition on Use of Pavements
E20.

Building materials must not be placed on Council's footpaths, roadways, parks or
grass verges, (unless a permit is obtained from Council beforehand). A suitable sign
to this effect must be erected adjacent to the street alignment.
(Reason:

To ensure public safety and amenity on public land)

Plant & Equipment Kept Within Site
E21.

All plant and equipment used in the undertaking of the development/ works, including
concrete pumps, wagons, lifts, mobile cranes, hoardings etc, must be situated within
the boundaries of the site (unless a permit is obtained from Council beforehand) and
so placed that all concrete slurry, water, debris and the like must be discharged onto
the building site, and is to be contained within the site boundaries.
Details of Council requirements for permits on public land for standing plant,
hoardings, storage of materials and construction zones and the like are available on
Council’s website at www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au.
(Reason:

To ensure public safety and amenity on public land)

Waste Disposal
E22.

All records demonstrating the lawful disposal of waste must be retained and kept
readily accessible for inspection by regulatory authorities such as North Sydney
Council and the Environmental Protection Authority.
(Reason:
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Asbestos Removal
E23.

All demolition works involving the removal and disposal of asbestos cement must
only be undertaken by contractors who hold a current WorkCover Asbestos or
“Demolition Licence” and a current WorkCover “Class 2 (Restricted) Asbestos
Licence and removal must be carried out in accordance with National Occupational
Health and Safety Commission.
(Reason:

F.

To ensure works are carried out in accordance with relevant
WorkCover requirements)

Prescribed Conditions imposed under EP&A Act and Regulations and other
relevant Legislation

Building Code of Australia
F1.

All building work must be carried out in accordance with the provisions of the
Building Code of Australia.
(Reason:

Prescribed - Statutory)

Home Building Act
F2.

1)

Building work that involves residential building work (within the meaning and
exemptions provided in the Home Building Act 1989) for which the Home
Building Act 1989 requires there to be a contract of insurance under Part 6 of
that Act must not be carried out unless the Principal Certifying Authority for
the development to which the work relates has given North Sydney Council
written notice of the contract of insurance being issued and of the following:
a)

in the case of work for which a principal contractor is required to be
appointed:
i)
ii)

(b)

in the case of work to be done by an owner-builder:
(i)
(ii)

2)
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the name and licence number of the principal contractor, and
the name of the insurer by which the work is insured under Part
6 of that Act, or

the name of the owner-builder, and
if the owner-builder is required to hold an owner-builder permit
under that Act, the number of the owner-builder permit.

If arrangements for doing residential building work are changed while the
work is in progress such that the information submitted to Council in
accordance with this conditions is out of date, work must cease and no further
work may be carried out unless the Principal Certifying Authority for the
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development to which the work relates (not being the Council), has given the
Council written notice of the updated information.
Note: A certificate purporting to be issued by an approved insurer under Part 6 of the
Home Building Act 1989 that states that a person is the holder of an insurance
policy issued for the purposes of that Part is, for the purposes of this clause,
sufficient evidence that the person has complied with the requirements of that
Part.
(Reason:

Prescribed - Statutory)

Appointment of a Principal Certifying Authority (PCA)
F3.

Building work, demolition or excavation in accordance with the development consent
must not be commenced until the developer has appointed a Principal Certifying
Authority for the building work in accordance with the provisions of the EP&A Act
and its Regulations.
(Reason:

Statutory; To ensure appropriate safeguarding measures are in place
prior to the commencement of any building work, demolition or
excavation)

Construction Certificate
F4.

Building work, demolition or excavation in accordance with the development consent
must not be commenced until a Construction Certificate for the relevant part of the
building work has been issued in accordance with the provisions of the EP&A Act
and its Regulations.
(Reason:

Statutory; To ensure appropriate safeguarding measures are in place
prior to the commencement of any building work, demolition or
excavation)

Occupation Certificate
F5.

A person must not commence occupation or use of the whole or any part of a new
building (new building includes an altered portion of, or an extension to, an existing
building) unless an Occupation Certificate has been issued in relation to the building
or part. Only the Principal Certifying Authority appointed for the building work can
issue an Occupation Certificate.

(Reason:
Statutory)
Critical Stage Inspections
F6.

Building work must be inspected by the Principal Certifying Authority on the critical
stage occasions prescribed by the EP&A Act and its Regulations, and as directed by
the appointed Principal Certifying Authority.
(Reason:
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Excavation/Demolition
F7.

1)

2)

3)

All excavations and backfilling associated with the erection or demolition of a
building must be executed safely and in accordance with appropriate
professional standards.
All excavations associated with the erection or demolition of a building must
be properly guarded and protected to prevent them from being dangerous to
life or property.
Demolition work must be undertaken in accordance with the provisions of
AS2601- Demolition of Structures.

(Reason:

To ensure that work is undertaken in a professional and responsible
manner and protect adjoining property and persons from potential
damage)

Site Sign
F8.

1)

2)

A sign must be erected in a prominent position on the site
a)

stating that unauthorised entry to the work site is prohibited;

b)

showing the name of the principal contractor (or person in charge of
the work site), and a telephone number at which that person may be
contacted at any time for business purposes and outside working hours;
and

c)

showing the name, address and telephone number of the Principal
Certifying Authority for the work.

Any such sign must be maintained while to building work or demolition work
is being carried out, but must be removed when the work has been completed.

(Reason:
G.

Prescribed - Statutory)

Prior to the Issue of an Occupation Certificate

Chair lift
G1.

A chair lift for disabled visitors/residents must be installed on the staircase at the
Waruda Street frontage of the site and certified by an appropriately qualified person
as compliant with AS1735.12, prior to the issue of any Occupation Certificate.
(Reason:

To ensure compliance with the relevant disabled access requirements)

Infrastructure Repair and Completion of Works
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Prior to the issue of any Occupation Certificate any and all works relating to the
development:
a.
b.

in the road reserve must be fully completed; and
to repair and make good any damaged public infrastructure caused as a result
of any works relating to the development (including damage caused by, but
not limited to, delivery vehicles, waste collection, contractors, sub contractors,
concrete vehicles) must be fully repaired;

to the satisfaction of Council Engineers at no cost to Council.
(Reason:

Maintain quality of Public assets)

Access to Premises
G3.

Prior to the issue of any Occupation Certificate, a certificate must be prepared an
appropriately qualified and practising Civil Engineer certifying that access and
facilities for persons with a disability in accordance with the Building Code of
Australia and AS Disability (Access to Premises – buildings) Standards 2010
(Premises Standards) has been provided. This certificate must be submitted to, and
approved by, the Certifying Authority prior to issue of the Occupation Certificate.
(Reason:

Equitable access and facilities for people with a disability)

Certification- Civil Works
G4.

An appropriately qualified and practicing Civil Engineer must certify to the
Certifying Authority that the vehicular crossing and associated works and road works
were constructed in accordance with this consent and any approval for works in the
road reserve issued by the Council. A copy of the certificate must be submitted to
Council (if it is not the Certifying Authority), upon completion of the development
works and prior to the issue of an Occupation Certificate.

(Reason:
Utility Services
G5.

Compliance with the Consent)

All utility services shall be adjusted, to the correct levels and/or location/s required by
this consent, prior to issue of an occupation certificate. This shall be at no cost to
Council.
(Reason:

To ensure compliance with the terms of this consent)

Basement Pump-Out Maintenance
G6.

Prior to issue of an Occupation Certificate a Maintenance Regime must be prepared
for the basement stormwater pump-out system and submitted to the Principal
Certifying Authority for approval with the Occupation Certificate documentation. The
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regime must specify that the system is to be regularly inspected and checked by
qualified practitioners.
The basement stormwater pump-out system must be maintained in accordance with
the approved Maintenance Regime at all times.
(Reason:

To ensure future provision for maintenance of the drainage system)

Notification of New Address Developments
G7.

Prior to any Occupation Certificate being issued, the person acting upon this consent
must comply with the following: (a)

Notify Australia Post of the address(es) as issued by Council and the location
in plan form of any secondary, internal addresses, in relation to built public
roads. Check Australia Post Website (www.auspost.com.au) to find your
nearest Australia Post Delivery Facility.

(Reason:

To ensure that Council records are accurate, and that house numbering
complies with the requirements of Council’s House Numbering Policy.
Proper house numbering also assists emergency services in readily
locating properties)

Asbestos Clearance Certificate
G8.

For building works where asbestos based products have been removed or altered, an
asbestos clearance certificate signed by an appropriately qualified person (being an
Occupational Hygienist or Environmental Consultant) must be submitted to and
approved by the Certifying Authority (and a copy forwarded to Council if it is not the
Certifying Authority) for the building work prior to the issue of any Occupation
Certificate, the asbestos clearance certificate must certify the following: a)
the building/ land is free of asbestos; or
b)
the building/ land has asbestos that is presently deemed safe.
The certificate must also be accompanied by tipping receipts, which detail that all
asbestos waste has been disposed of at an approved asbestos waste disposal depot. If
asbestos is retained on site the certificate must identify the type, location, use,
condition and amount of such material.
Note: Further details of licensed asbestos waste disposal facilities can be obtained
from www.epa.nsw.gov.au
(Reason:
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Vehicle Egress Signs
G9.

Prior to the issue of an Occupation Certificate, appropriate sign(s) must be provided
and maintained within the site at the point(s) of vehicular egress to ensure all vehicles
stop before proceeding onto the public way.
(Reason:

To ensure pedestrian safety)

Height
G10.

Upon completion of the works and prior to the issue of any Occupation Certificate the
RL of the development must be surveyed and certified by an appropriately qualified
and practising surveyor as compliant with the maximum approved levels in
accordance with Condition A1 of this consent. This survey and certification must be
submitted to the Certifying Authority with the application for an Occupation
Certificate and a copy provided to Council (if it is not the Certifying Authority).
(Reason:

To ensure compliance with the terms of this development consent)

Sydney Water
G11.

A Section 73 Compliance Certificate under the Sydney Water Act 1994 must be
obtained.
The final Section 73 Certificate must be submitted to the Certifying Authority prior to
occupation of the development.
Notes:
Application must be made through an authorised Water Servicing Co-ordinator, for
details see the Sydney Water web site
www.sydneywater.com.au\customer\urban\index, or telephone 13 20 92.
Following application, a ‘Notice of Requirements’ will be forwarded detailing water
and sewer extensions to be built and charges to be paid. Please make early contact
with the Coordinator since building of water/sewer extensions can be time consuming
and may impact on other services and building, driveway or landscape design.
(Reason:

To ensure compliance with the statutory requirements of Sydney
Water)
BASIX Completion Certificate
G12.

In accordance with Clause 154C of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Regulation 2000, prior to issuing a final occupation certificate the Certifying
Authority must apply to the Director-General for a BASIX completion receipt.
(Reason:

To ensure compliance with the specified BASIX Certificate)

Landscaping
G13.

The landscaping shown in the approved landscape plans numbered LPDA 16/454/1, 2
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and 3 prepared by Conzept – Landscape Architects dated May 2016 and received by
Council on 8 June 2016 and as modified by Condition C31 must be completed prior
to the issue of any Occupation Certificate.
(Reason:

To ensure compliance)

Damage to Adjoining Properties
G14.

On completion of the development the subject of this consent and prior to the issue of
the Occupation Certificate, a report is to be prepared by an appropriately qualified
consultant and is to be provided to the Certifying Authority (and a copy to Council if
it is not the Certifying Authority) certifying:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

whether any damage to adjoining properties has occurred as a result of the
development;
the nature and extent of any damage caused to the adjoining property as a
result of the development;
the nature and extent of works required to rectify any damage caused to the
adjoining property as a result of the proposed development;
the nature and extent of works carried out to rectify any damage caused to the
adjoining property as a result of the development; and
the nature and extent of any agreements entered into for rectification of any
damage caused to the adjoining property as a result of the development.

The report and certification must reference the dilapidation survey and reports
required to be provided to the Certifying Authority in accordance with this consent.
Where works required to rectify any damage caused to adjoining property as a result
of the development identified in the report and certification have not been carried out,
a satisfactory agreement for rectification of the damage is to be made with the
affected person/s as soon as possible prior to the issue of an Occupation Certificate.
All costs incurred in achieving compliance with this condition shall be borne by the
developer.
(Reason:

To ensure adjoining owner’s property rights are protected in so far as
possible)
Verification Statement (External Finishes and Materials)
G15.

Prior to the issue of any Occupation Certificate, a verification statement from a
qualified designer or architect (preferably the original designer), must be submitted to
Council and the Certifying Authority certifying that the external finishes and
materials are in accordance with the approved schedule of finishes and materials
identified in this consent.
“qualified designer” means a person registered as an architect in accordance with the
Architects Act 2003 cf 50(1A) EP & A Regs 2000.
(Reason:
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development)
Allocation of Spaces
G16.

Car parking spaces must be provided and maintained at all times on the subject site.
The spaces shall be allocated to uses within the building in accordance the following
table:
10
1

Residential
Residential – Visitors

The car parking spaces are to be identified on-site by numbering upon the completion
of the works and prior to issue of Occupation Certificate. Car parking spaces
provided must only be used in conjunction with the approved residential use.
In the case of Strata subdivision any car parking for strata lots for residential purposes
must be individually allocated to its corresponding residential strata lot as part of each
lots' unit entitlement.
Visitor parking facilities must be designated as common property on the strata plan.
Visitor parking facilities must not at any time be allocated, sold, licensed or leased for
the exclusive use of any occupier or owner and must be retained as common property
by the Owners Corporation for use by building visitors.
(Reason:

To ensure that adequate parking facilities to service the development
are provided on site)

Compliance with Certain conditions
G17.

Prior to the issue of any Occupation Certificate Condition C27 must be certified as
having been implemented on site and complied with.
(Reason:

I.

To ensure the development is completed in accordance with the
requirements of this consent)

On-Going / Operational Conditions

Visitors Parking Sign
I1.

A sign, legible from the street, must be permanently displayed to indicate that visitor
parking is available on the site and the visitor car parking spaces must be clearly
marked as such.
(Reason:
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To ensure that visitors are aware that parking is available on site and to
identify those spaces to visitors)
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